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Student fees to rise 10% next year
By Brandon Fiala
The Arbiter ~~------'--
Boise State did not seek
advanced approval, Jones said.
. If a 10 percent increase is
approved, full-time students
will pay $149 more per semes-
ter - $1,641 per semester com-
pared to $1,492 this year
(excluding health insurance).
After next year, increases of
10 percent or less might not be
seen for several years if an
indexing plan is implemented.
Under indexing, fees would rise
to match peer average.
In one scenario, fees will rise
33 percent over three years,
according to a model considered
by the Board.
After fee hearings in March,
the Executive Budget
Committee will make recom-
mendations to President Charles
Ruch. The State Board will then
consider proposals in April,
Jones said.
In a proposal sent to the
Executive Budget Committee,
university officials requested a
10 percent increase in the
matriculation fee. In addition,
various campus groups, includ-
ing athletics, The Arbiter,
marching band and others pro-
. posed activity fee increases.
Altogether, the proposals
exceed 10 percent and the
Committee must reduce
requests.
"The process must balance
the needs of the university,"
Ruch said
The matriculation fee must
be reduced or no activity fee
increases' are possible. The cur-
rent matriculation fee is $930.75
per semester and can only be
used for three areas: physical
plant, student services and insti-
IUtional support.
Steven Schmidt, director of
Institutional Research, said he
proposed a 10 percent matricu-
lation fee increase to -provide
flexibility.
"We don't know what to
expect from the legislature," he
said. "It's up to the Executive
Student fee increases next
year are capped at I0 percent,
providing a unique opportunity
to keep fees near the average 7
percent rise.
The . State Board of
Education has instructed BSU
to limit fees because they
approved a 12 percent increase
last year, Provost Daryl Jones
said. '
Current Board policy allows
institutions to request up to 10
percent, although greater
increases are allowed if
advanced approval is granted.
Elliot Werk leads a discussion in the Forum.
Senator holds community forum
By Jessica Adams
The Arbiter ---------------
understood that higher education is suffering from last year's
cuts, the budget is in disaster and it isn't likely that the legis-
lature will approve Gov. Kempthornc's recommended
increase for higher education.
"The state is not in just a little bit of trouble, the state is in
a whirl of hurt," Werk said.
"We're being forced to look closely at the budget, and it's
like looking at a bloody car accident, it's that bad."
Werk discussed many options for the legislature to con-
sider in balancing the budget, among them are tax increases,
closing tax exemptions, collecting delinquent tax payments,
shifting funds and reducing funding for all state agencies.
Sen. Elliot Werk, D-Dist. 17, responded to constituent's
questions in an open forum in the BSU Student Union
Building, Monday. Twenty-five community members arrived
with questions regarding the state budget turmoil,
Because Districtl? includes Boise State University, many
of the forum's attendees were students concerned about the
proposed higher education budget cut. ~
The proposal to cut state funding for higher education by
2 percent in the Fiscal Year 2004~ill hit the s~~~te floor this
week, or early next week.Werksaidalihough It ISwell
By Jason Kauffman
The Arbiter ---------
direct the resources, management and recovery work in Idaho was given to the
focus toward creating and maintaining Nez Perce tribe in an agreement with the
this niche - otherwise, our efforts will federal government.
surely fail," Porter said. With rccoverygoals having been
According to Stone, the original cri- met, the focus of all those involved in
teria for delisting wolves was to have 10 wolf recovery is now on producing
breeding packs each in Idaho, Montana acceptable management plans.
and Wyoming for three consecutive "So we're really focused now on
years. developing the adequate regulatory
"Because they weren't getting to that " mechanisms and criteria," Mack said.
level fast enough, the Fish and Wildlife Greg Schildwachter, a policy advisor
Service decided to change it to 30 over- for Idaho's Office of Species
all because Idaho was going really fast, Conservation, said that the issue of
Northwestern Montana was lagging whether the Nez Perce tribe will contin-
behind, and Yellowstone was recover- ue to manage the wolves after delisting
ing nicely," Stone said. is currently being discussed.
Stone said another concern of the . "The governor has invited the tribal
Defenders of Wildlife is a proposal to chairman into discussions that are still
expand the delisting of wolves from the underway to figure out a way to work
Northern Rockies tri-state region, to a together in the future," Schildwachter
western nine-state region that includes said.
states without any current wolf popula- According to Schildwachter, the
tions. Idaho Legislature established an over-
"Thirty breeding packs may be sight cornmittee 10years ago to develop
enough for Idaho, Montana and the state policy on wolf management. In
Wyoming, but it's not enough for those recent years, the Office of Species
nine states," Stone said. Conservation has begun working with
The federal government placed the the state legislature to craft a 'wolf man-
Gray Wolf under the protection of the agement plan ..
ESA in 1974. A federal reintroduction "The Governor specifically request-
program began in 1995 with the release ed the OSC get involved with the wolf.
. in Idaho and Wyoming of wolves cap- issue. We then came alongside the legis-
lured in Canada. The wolf population in lature's oversight cornmittee who had a
those two states has continued to grow. managementplan at that time," he said.
In the late. '70s, wolves also migrated According to Schildwachter, the
from Canada to Montana and estab- oversight committee's wolf manage-
lished a pennanentpopuiation there. ment plan passed the legislature in 2002
The wolf population across the with a few minor changes.
northern. Rockies tri-state region cur- "It's been Idaho policy for a year. So
tently numbers about 668. According to whatwe're doing now is taking the next
.Mackthe tri-state wolfpoputation cur- step and we're implementingthe plan,"
rently .stands at 44 b~g pairs. The he said.
.responSIbility .•for the day-to-day wolf
Figure 4. Central Idaho Wolf Recovery Area Map
Across Idaho's backcountry, the
increased likelihood of hearing a wolf
howl signals tile dramatic recovery of
the state's Gray Wolf population.
The wolves' recovery has precipitat-
ed proposals that the species should be
delisted from the federal Endangered
Species Act. This has created controver-
sy in a region where conservative state
and local governments bitterly opposed
the reintroduction of wolves.
Curt Mack, tile Gray Wolf recovery
coordinator for the Nez Perce tribe
believes that the controversy may move
to the courts.
"The real question as I see it is how
long will the delisting process take from
start to finish. There is a very real possi-
bility that tile environmental communi!)'
will challenge the delisting process
under legal challenges," Mack said.
Suzanne Stone, Northwest Regional
Representative for the Defenders of
Wildlife, a group dedicated to the recov-
ery of endangered ~pecies, said th~t
while wolves arc doing well, she still
has strong concerns about delisting.
"With the attitude this administration
has towards wildlife issues and environ-
'mental issues, it's really going to be dif-
ficult to maintain a level of protection
. for wolves that will allow the population
to be sustained long term," Stone said.
Andrew Porter,awildemess guide
for the BSU O1.ltdoorCenter, believes
wolves have a place in Idaho's back-
country. .
_ "These are animals who deserve. a
place in our eco~. The.k~ to SUe-
cessful reintroduction ISa willingness to
'.\
,'--,', ..
Budget Committee to decide
how to balance the [10 percent]
.cap with activity fees."
In addition, the Committee
might decide to raise fees less
than 10 percent, Schmidt said.
ASBSU lobbyist Rick
Hachtel said student govern-
ment would like ..10 see an
increase of less than 10 percent.
"The administration is going
to have to make a justification,"
he said.
However, a 10 percent
increase is likely given thestate
budget outlook, said Buster
Neel, vice president for finance
and administration.·
"If there are no tax increases
we are looking at a budget that
is significantly less than we
have currently in an environ-
ment where enrollment contin-
ues to skyrocket," he said.
The Legislature is scheduled
to release the proposed higher
education budget March 6,
which will make the budget out-
look less murky, Neel said.
The budget crunch could
limit enrollment with fewer
classes sections offered.
Although student fees cannot be
used to hire teachers, they do
indirectly support faculty.
Schmidt wrote in a proposal
See Student Fees page 3
Chicano w.riter to
speak at conference
Boise Stale News Services --
Luis 1. Rodriguez, one of the
leading Chicano writers in the
country, will be the keynote
speaker for the fifth biennial
Mexican American Studies
Conference hosted by Boise
State University Tuesday,
March II, and Wednesday,
March 12 in the Student Union.
Titled "La Raza: Identity and
Resistance Through the Arts,"
the free conference features sev-
eral noted Hispanic scholars,
including Constance Cortez,
Roberto Dansie, Jorge Durand
and Theresa Martinez.
The conference is one of the
signature events of Boise State's
Cultural and Ethnic Diversity
Board. In addition to the speak-
ers, the two-day event features
14 panels and workshops on
issues such as Idaho folk artists,
the history of Mexican
Americans in Idaho and multi-
cultural literature; two perfor-
mances of "Latins Anonymous,"
a play by Luisa Leschin,
Armando Molina, Rick Najera
and Diane Rodriguez; the OELA
dancers. (Organizacion de
Estudiantes Latino Americanos)
and a dance.
Rodriguez is the author of
eight books ranging from non-
fiction to poetry to children's
books. He is best known for his
1993 memoir of gang life titled
"Always Running; La Vida
Loca, Gang Days in L.A." An
international best seller, the
memoir garnered Rodriguez a
Carl Sandburg Literary Award,
a Chicago Sun-Times Book
Award and was designated a
Nell' York Times Notable Book.
He will deliver his keynote
address, "Hearts and Hands:
Creating Community in Violent
Times," at 6:30 p.rn. March II.
He will speak again at 10 a.m,
March 12.
Cortez teaches and publishes
in two fields: colonial art of
Mexico and contemporary
Chicano/a art. Her most recent
studies include a show she curat-
ed and an exhibition she edited
titled, "Imagcncs e
Historias/lmages and Histories:
Chicana Altar-Inspired Art."
Durand is a professor-investi-
gator in the Department for the
Study of Social Movements at
the Universidad de Guadalajara.
He is co-author of "Beyond
Smoke and Mirrors: Mexican
Immigration in an Era of
Economic Integration," which
looks at U.S. immigration poli-
cies between J 986 and J 996.
Dansie is a nationally
acclaimed expert on issues of
cu!tUn1! diversity. An award
winning speaker, trainer and
clinical psychologist, he has
won a number of awards includ-
ing the National Award for
Community Development, the
prestigious Golden Medallion
from the National Indian Health
Board and the Cesar Chavez
Award.
Martinez is a professor of
sociology at the University of
Utah, where she teaches courses
on racial and ethnic relations,
deviant behavior and juvenile
delinquency. She currently
serves as a board member for the
Salt Lake Legal Defenders and
the Utah Hispanic American
Festival.
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Angry adjuncts rally alums
NEW YORK-About 60
adjunct professors gathered in
front of the Torch Club at New
York University on Thursday
evening, calling for NYU admin-
istrators to cooperate in a collec-
tivc bargaining agreement with
the adjuncts' labor union, United
Auto Workers.
Adjuncts staged their demon-
stration to coincide with an alum-
ni reception at the Torch Club in
an attempt to gamer support from
alumni, said Ward Regan, an
adjunct professor in the General
Studies. Program and an NYU
alum who has taught at the univer-
sity for 10 years.
"What we are out here to show
people is that the education people
get depends on how the educators
are treated. And we are treated
poorly," Regan said. .
University officials said the
adjuncts' decision to rally outside
an alumni event was designed to
create a disruption.
"Every labor negotiation has
elements of public theater to it,
with demonstrations and placard
waving ... ," university
spokesman John Beckman said.
"I assume that choosing that
place mid time was an indication
of the way that they could be dis-
ruptive."
The university supports the
adjuncts' right to demonstrate, he
said.
"I only hope that as they go
forth in doing that, they bear in
mind that in fact we are all mem-
bers of the same community,"
Beckman said.
The union has no plans to
strike, although VAW representa-
tive Scott Sommer said university
officials have been spreading
rumors about a possible adjunct
walkout.
"We haven't been talking
about a strike," Sommer said."
"Our goal is to reach a contract."
The relationship between
adjuncts and the university has
been tense for five months now as
the two groups stmggle over
salaries, academic freedom and
job security.
New. Editor
JessieaAdams
Phone:
345:8204 xl02
E-mail:
newS@arbiteronline.comNews
KRT Photograph by Karen Eishout/St Louis Post-Oispateh
Lawyer Dave Fahrenkamp, an instructor at the University of Pho.enix ~t. Louis cam-
pus illustrates a point about law education in the workplace dur-ing.his class m
Ma;yland Heights.
Midwest Brantl said he was attackedwhile sleeping in a donn lounge.
He said five Penn students made
him get onto his knees, ki~ked a~d I
.~~:o~~~: then doused him with ,'~~a'pjM111~
Then, Brant! told the :The. 'e~en:t;WiIl
Philadelphia Daily News after theHY4~?)?~.l'k\:)
. id f tl t d its Fello\vsli\p!lp '., .....mel ent one 0 ie suet an4:ifl'op,Cu':f<): .$.~
threaten~d to light the motor oil Adinisston,;is:li~d~
with a match. cov~r the:~osto£th(t' '.'
Motor oil isn't flammable at ,RiCc'''of.}Jousto'm:,
room temperature. receivedhis'l1lasfer'pfi
Defense attorneys Friday said iclilst~d,es"frQlh'!:
that Brantl did not press for the Univeri;ity[)iYinltY: .. .
case to go to trial. t 999: Heisid)Q~dWCUl •...
The two still facing misde- Septembel',E,levcntlr.:f'llplltlC:S
meanors charges, David forPellcefUl TomOrr\lWs<lltld
Hochfelder, 19, and Thomas speaksiegularlY'~suprop'O-:
Bispham, 20, will be placed on beufforarestoratlvc'nomYlo-
Students innocent of oil "ARD," a probationary program lentresPoilseto~ept.lb,,;'<.'
intended to let defendants eventu- 'llis older 'brothenDa"ld
dousing ally clear their criminal records,waskilledinthe2001'W6rId
PHILADELPHIA-In tile end, TIley expect to receive some kind Trade Ceritet'terr~rist lI'tt~cks,
tI . 'Heal$owot~s(or'; the. 0,(1)-there was no need for debate: The of discipline from te umversity, profitc"l't~xastFr~dQm
five Penn students charged with one of their lawyers said. 'Nctwork/'whiclfcourtterS.the
beating and pouring motor oil on a Tavraj Bangu,' 19, Philip influenceo£; religiouse",tr¢m~
visiting Princeton debater weren't Balderston, 19, and Steven Stolk, ism' onpoHticsaridorganizes
all a bunch of Ivy League thugs 20, were cleared of all charges in religious leaders to: speak out
after all. the November incident.inJavoro,f c?mpas~i9na,te .and
The Philadelphia district attor- "After further investigation inclusive dc:mocratlc.commu~
nev's office Friday withdrew all and based on tile facts and meet- .!'!iH~s,J"~;:-Hc,';"':;"::'~:::"';:~::;
charges against three of the stu- ing the victims and the eyewitness this. event issporisoredby
dents and dropped felony charges in the case, we felt that was the the·Boise.StateUniversity
against the two others. appropriate disposition on the SchoolofSocial.Wor~and the
The men were accused of case," said prosecutor Nathan Idaho'N'ASWpeace';~and
roughing up Princeton student Joe Cohen. Justice'; ,','\:,Coromiltee,
Brantl, 19, who came to Penn with 'Co!1tin~ln$iit:lt,lCil!i<>n~r¢dit
d b . t art" te i News shorts are compiled by'· for 'work~lS11\,ndalJle
~e ean~~!l ~~li~e~~lb~~a~~ BrandonFialajimn KRT and U-' '~!.SC:,~t#t~;'foili'\ore
Toumamen:t.==""""'="='-:-;-:-:-:::=;-;::-Jti=ir_e.n ..eH-i.. 'S.s..e~rv...ij'jce~s.............MO.... m~~~~~ig/W~·,;~~~J~!:'4~?r,:i~~.t~}?~\8~i~~{~i..n·:·
Aptitude Test are required for
admission to Phoemx and
Webster graduate programs.
Webster requires only a bache-
lor's degree from an accredited
college or university. Beyond that,
Phoenix insists that students have
a 2.5 grade-point average on a 4.0
scale and three years of "signifi-
cant" work experience, and that
they be employed. .
Graduate courses at both uni-
versities cost about $400 a credit
hour - about twice as much as at a
state school and anywhere from
two-thirds to less than halfthe cost
of graduate courses at an elite pri-
vate university.
Campus Shorts
East Pricey textbooks turn cheap
NEW YORK-eash-strapped
students are finding creative ways
to avoid paying full price for
required New York University
textbooks.
Buying used books, online or
through wholesale retailers, is still
too expensive, some students said
The newest method for pinching
pennies is to split the price of one
textbook among friends or photo-
copy relevant pages at local copy
centers.
Though students said they
rarely worry about the ethical
issues involved in copying text-
books, those involved in repro-
ducing course material were reluc-
tant to identify themselves.
One student borrowed a $50
book from an upperclassman and
asked several copy shop employ-
ees, who had copied her course
packets, to copy the entire 400
pages, They complied without
reservation, the student said.
Limited funds and high text-
book prices fueled her actions, she
said.
"It is wrong ... morally and
legally, but if you save $30 on
something low risk, wouldn't you
[do it too]? Simply put, ~aying
less means more money m my
pocket."
College textbook authors said
students do not understand the
economics of textbook publishing.
. "The textbook market is
extremely competitive," said
Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, an
author and politics professor in the
College of Arts and Science.
"Consequently, publishers can't
inflate the price because they will
be undercut by a substitute text-
book."
Photocopying is occasionally
justified, said Harry Harootunian,
chair of the department of East
Asian studies, professor of history
and author of several books.
"I'm of a mixed mind,"
Harootunian said.
"It undermines the sale of
one's books. But at one level,
some of this stuff is expensive,
and I can see why some students
who are really pinched for money
would need to do that."
.No-frills graduate programs
fill need
ST. LOUIs-Graduateschool
is looking less and less like a
musty library or cluttered labora-
tory and more and more like no-
frills space in a suburban office
building.
This is graduate school
University of Phoenix - and
Webster University - style. Since
its founding just 27 years ago,
Phoenix has risen rapidly and now
awards by far more master's
degrees than any other college or
university in the United States.
St. Louis-based Webster
comes in third nationally in the
number of master's degrees grant-
ed. The high volume comes large-
ly from multiple, far-flung site~.
Their market - for both their
graduate and undergraduate
degrees - is working adults over
age 25. .
In a credentials-conscious age,
master's degrees have become a
growth industry. Between 1989-
YO and 1999-2000, the number
awarded nationally ballooned 41
percent to 457,056, tile fastest rate
of increase for any kind of college
degree, according to the National
Center for Education Statistics.
No standardized tests such as
tile Graduate Record Examination
or Graduate Management
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Student Fee's from page I ASBSU wants a dedicated
fee for club sports that wouldri't
increase fees.
Athletics wants a $5 increase
for full-time students.
Keith Stein Blue Thunder
Marching Band wants a $1
increase for full-time students.
Student Housing wants an 8
percent increase in general room
and board rates in residence
halls, "lid aS percent increase in
apartment rental rates.
Microsolt messaging system targets youth that it is increasingly importantto use student fees to indirectly
pay faculty. The Idaho'
somebody like I would have, Constitut!on for~ids stu~ent fees
in terms of dreaming." from paying for instruction.
Typically computer users Her~ are !he groups
. th 13 24' h' proposing fee increases or
m ~ -. age group ~ve changes:
multiple mstan~-messagmg The Arbiter wants a $1 per
programs runnIng at one credit hour summer student fee
time. The major players in increase. '
the field include America
Online's Instant Messenger,
MSN Messenger and the
Yahoo! Messenger programs:
Microsoft's goal in this
project is to drive instant
messaging forward, particu-
larly for users who are
sophisticated when it comes
to the Internet, said Michael
Gartenberg, an analyst with
Jupiter Research.
"I don't necessarily see
this as a productto drive rev-
enues from directly,"
Gartenberg said. It could
encourage younger cus-
, torners to buy the Windows
XP operating system, or it
could be expanded to
become a,workplace commu-
nication tool.
By Kim Peterson
The Seattle Times ---~
computer to the group and
disappear once that person
leaves.
Similarly, photos can be
shared within the group, but
not downloaded.
NetGen group manager
Tammy Savage explored the
relationship between youth
'and technology in early 2000,
when she persuaded 12
undergraduates from
Oberlin College in Ohio to
live in a house in the Green
.Lake area of Seattle during
their winter break. She
observed how the students
interacted with each other.
She built a NetGen team
with recent college graduates
18months ago. The group set
up shop in a Microsoft build-
ing in downtown Seattle. The
team also spent three days
mulling NetGen ideas at a
retreat in Snoqualmie, Wash.
"They've grown up with
the Internet, and it's just such
a natural part of their life,"
said Savage,33. "They don't
have the constraints that
Update and the MSN
Messenger 5 instant-messag-
ing program. Once those are
ins ..alled, a user can create
onh ,e groups of up to 10
peoJ lie and can be a member
of more than one group.
Members can chat and
send animations to each
other's desktops. Unlike
other instant-messaging pro-
grams, group members can't'
share music or data files with
each other.
Instead, ' Threedegrees
offers something similar to
an online jukebox that plays
members' music to everyone
in the group. Members can
send their own music to the
jukebox, which has a limit of
60 songs, but they can't
download anyone else's
music files.
The bit rate of those songs
is only 64 kilobits per second,
about half of what is needed
to produce the sound quality
found . on most compact
discs. The files are encrypted
and sent from one person's
Some of the youngest
employees at Microsoft are
getting ready for a public test
of a software program
they've been working on for
, 18months.
The group, part- of the
company's NetGen division,
will start beta testing next
week on a product called
Threedegrees, an instant-
messaging program geared
at customers aged 13-24.
The program targets some
of the key interests of that
demographic, which, pre-
dictably, include - online
socializing as well as music
and photo sharing.
Threedegrees is free, but
users will need to have a
high-speed Internet connec-
tion. Users also will need to
have the Windows XP oper-
ating system, an update to
the system called Service
Pack 1, another update called
Windows XP Peer-to-Peer
Q'HAVE .UESTIONS l
ABOUT LOVE •
The Arbiter's
relationship guru can help
Coming Soon,
I .cssons in Love
send letters to !mc(t! arbitcronlinc.corn
Video game pirating plethora provokes lawsuit
BOISE +STATE
y
downloaded. w~ intend to con-
tinue our investigations of
Internet copyright infringe-
ments and to file additional
cases shortly."
As video game developers
attempt'to crackdown on the
illegal eopying of their software
and video game pirates continue
to find new ways to elude cap-
ture, the uvcraue consumer is
forced to pay ~mor~ for their
products.
By Charles Nauman
The Reveille
(Louisiana SIll I£' U) ----
sell physical copies of the
games, but arc using the Intcmct
to distribute digital copies ofthe
games known as "roms" and
"warez." ,
Last year, Nintendo and II
other members of the
Interactive Digital Software
Association brought a lawsuit
against four Web site operators
'for the allegeddistrihution of
copyrighted materials.
According to an IDSA press
release, the Web site owners
allegedly promoted copyright
infringement by allowing visi-
tors the ability to download ille-
gal copies of games' Web sites.
"These cases arc part of our
stepped up campaign against
online, piracy," said Doug
Lowenstein, president of the
IDSA on its Web site
www.idsa.com.
"Unlike the first round we
filed a few months ago, these
cases target Internet warcz and
rom sites where games can be
press release from Nintendo.
"China remains the world's
principal site for manufacturing
of pirated cartridge-based video
games, and Paraguay is a major
trans-shipment point for region-
al distribution of pirated goods
in the Western Hemisphere,"
said Jodi Daugherty, director of
anti-piracy for Nintendo of
America in a press release.
"In Mexico, Nintendo has
been battling with a pirate over
its famous Game Boy trademark
for 10 years."
Nintcndo has continued to
take action against video game
pirates including 135 anti-pira-
cy raids in China in 2002.
According to a press release,
those raids seized one million
counterfeit products in 2002,
which cost the company and its
publishers and developers an
estimated $649 million in lost
sales.
Video game producers also
are chasing pirates that do not
UNIVERSIT
Career Center Services
Career, Internship & Part-time, Summer,
& Temporary Employment Listings on BroncoJobs
Career Counseling
Resume & Job-Search Assistance
http://carecr.boiscstate.edu
426-1747
1173 University Drive
(in the Alumni Center across from the stadium)
BATON ROUGE, La.- The
pirating of video games has
been around since games came
on the archaic five-and-a-quar-
tel' inch floppy disks. Now as
pirates have become more
resilient, video game manufac-
turers have become more
aggressive.
When games still came on
floppy disks, it was easy for
people to copy games from one
disk to another. according to
www.gamcspot.com. It was ille-
gal, but it was easy. People
would make copies for their
friends, but it was never as orga-
nized as it is today.
Now piracy has become
much more complex. Video
game companies such as
Nintendo are asking for mol":
help from foreign governments
in the enforcement of copyright
protection laws, according to a
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AIR NATIONAL GUARD
Up to $3,000.00 Per Sel77ester for
Fu//-Til77eStudents III
• Montgomery GI Bill * Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* State Tuition Assistance * Cash Bonuses
• Student Loan Repayment Program
Fu~1Your f'ulurt!
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~ Air National Guard
For More infoflnatlon contact:
TSgt Rod Elson
422-5597 or (BOO)621-3909
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By Jared Kenning
The Arbiter -------
For a few years, BSU has
aggressively worked to create a
stronger Web presence in the
classroom. This has been done
partly to diversify the educa-
tional options the university
offers, keep up with the trends
of many of the larger universi-
ties in the nation and meet the
needs of. the changing student
population.
On the surface, the benefits
of a stronger technological pres-
ence - blackboard, power point,
online courses, etc. - seem quite
reasonable.
Doing courses online, in part
or in full, allows for more flexi-
bility than ever before.
Someone stationed in Alaska
can take English 101 at BSU'
without the commute. Non-tra-
ditional students, such as work-
ing mothers, can get degrees
around their schedules.
Handicapped people and those
home ridden can attend college.
It seems great.
But under this veneer of
good intent lie serious questions
about the pedagogical expedien-
cies of going in this direction.
The main threat posed to higher
education by going this route. is
the loss of human contact, the
loss of relationship.
As a friend pointed out, there
Vie............oints
is something irreplaceably good
about getting a group of people
from a variety of backgrounds
and placing them in a neutral
room where they have to bounce
ideas off each other. This expe-
rience can only come to fruition
inside the classroom. There is
no substitute for the human side
of education, no matter how
advanced the technology we
have is. A move to becoming a
largely online university means
replacing face-to-face contact
and learning with anonymous
people sitting isolated in front of
their computer screens.
Most of the professors I have
spoken with agree that online
learning is no progress in a
scholarly sense. Many who have
taught an online course have
noticed a significant increase in
the number of students who fail.
Perhaps this is because students
need human encouragement,
mentoring and accountability -
somehow its different when
coming from an icon or Times
New Roman font.
Or perhaps the reason is
because many students don't
learn welI using online methods.
The range of teaching methods
via the Internet is rather limited
when compared to a successful
teacher who incorporates vari-
ous methods in the classroom
that cater to a variety oflearning
needs. Professors can never get
a feel for their students needs
through the broadband. Mostly,
professors see online students
slip away and drop out unless
they are self-disciplined and
motivated.
If the decision to get BSU up
to stroke with the technological
advancements of the times is not
supported by the academic com-
munity, then why is BSU push-
ing for it?
Frankly, the university wants
to maximize its money. Online
Onlinecourses weaken higher ed experience
ASBSU needs to show us the money
Guest---
Opinion.....
By Joe Terry
'Student. political science --
Student government is a
pretty important part of college
life. They are supposed to be the
leaders of the student body.
They are supposed to voice our
opinion to the state government,
administration and everyone.
From what I've seen and read, I
feel they are doing the first part
- at least to the state govern-
ment - and I commend them for
that.
I've heard incredible things
about ASBSU's lobbying effort
in the state legislature. From
there what else does the student
government do for us?
Right now FAB is in
progress. This is another service
of ASBSU that benefits us.
There are over 100 student
organizations that gain a sub-
stantial amount of money from
FAB. I'm sure a lot of them rely
on that money, and so I com-
mend them for that as well.
They have over $800,000 in
their budget - money that
comes from the student body.
Now I've heard conflicting
numbers on both the FAB
money and money spent on bill-
board advertising. I'm sure
FAB is huge, but even if every
club gets $3,000 that would
total less than half of their bud-
get.
I'm going to guess they arc
much lower than that. And the
billboards cost them from
$3,000 to $9,000. We have
$IOO's of $1,OOO's of dollars
left over, but what have they
done with it?
I recently pulled up every bill
that has gone into and out of the
senate from last semester. I pur-
posely ignored resolutions
because they arc not official
actions, but instead just state-
ments of the senate's feelings.
Basically, they are only words,
while bi lis are official actions.
Here are some interesting
facts: One was Bill #17 so the
senators could be recognized.
For some reason this strikes
me as the Boise State version of
a junket. For those who do not
study the lingo, ajunket is when
politicians rake a trip to the
country of their choice for some
reason they come up by them-
selves. They 'stay in nice hotels
and enjoy the sites. Good deal,
huh? I can't completely exempt
the executive staff from this
either. I've seen some of them
running around. in some blue
and orange rugby shirts. I don't
know much about rugby shirts,
but I doubt that they were
donated.
And I saw another bill, # 12,
to purchase eight plaques to put
up the pictures of the eight sen-
Where are your graduation photos?
Photo-safe Scrapbook Photo Albums
Classes and Workshops
Business Opportunities
Till Taylor
Creative Consultant
440-4643
v.....t www.crearivm>cmoria.com
or call the Creative Memoria
Home Office to find a Consu1Wlt
near you. (800) 341-5275
ators-at-large. This seems wor-
thy but I don't think I have seen
any of them. Have you? There
was one bill in there that really
seemed to be a serviee for us the
common every day student. It
was bill # II, where ASBSU
funded the security officer to
My second goal
is a call out to all
of us students.
Hold your
student
government
responsible. Get
on them. Find
out who they
are, and start to
talk to them
about what
should be done.
By my numbers
they should still
have at least
$100,000 out
there someplace.
keep the library open 24-hours
during finals.
I even found another that I
think really did us a service. I
guess sometime in the past
ASBSU loaned the MLK com-
mittee some money and senate
bill #1 did forgive them of that
debt. I really like MLK day and
I'm glad that they would help
them out.
What other services has
ASBSU put out for us? There
was the Book Swap. I personal-
ly didn't use that service, b'ut
I'm guessing they did do some
good. The paper did mention
about them saving the students
about $4,000. That's cool - I
can live with that.
So let's total up the total
good given back to us for out
$800,000 investment. Let's'
assume FAB gives $250,000 to
clubs in matching funds, $9,000
in billboards, $1,000 for the
MLK board, $680 for the secu-
rity guard at the library and
$4,000 saved in book swap.
That doesn't even equal half of
their budget. Should I be disap-
pointed?
If I turned my eye to resolu-
tions, there are a lot of good
things, and a very funny contra-
diction. Not long after the
debate over a dismount zone in
the Quad, ASBSU passed a res-
olution calling for it. Wasn't it
ASBSU that was running a golf
cart through there? While I'll
admit I don't want to be hit by
anything, if I was forced to
make the choice I would rather
be hit by a bike or a skateboard-
er than by a golf cart. Doesn't
that seem a bit hypocritical to
have a resolution to dismount in
the quad then drive a cart
through it?
I don't want to this to be a
trashing session on our student
government. I don't think it's a
bad organization. My goals here
are twofold, one for a call to
them to get up and start doing
more than mending code. We
vote you in, we provide your
budget, so get out and do stuff
for us, If you need a direction
here's one. There was a Promise
Scholarship seed bill on your
Web site. Where is it now? That
would affect a lot of students.
My second goal is a call out
to all of us students. Hold your
student government responsi-
ble. Get on' them. Find out who
they are, and start to talk to
them about what should be
done. By my numbers they
should still have at least
$100,000 out there someplace. I
might be wrong. I don't have
the full budget layout, that's
why I'm guessing conservative-
ly. We need to stop by that desk
and, ask what's going on. They
are our student government.
Thursda 27,2003
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courses can be done at virtually
no cost to the university, while
student fees continue to rise.
There is no need for buildings,
parking, paper, grass, water and
the SUB.' There would also be
no need pay for professors.
Once the courses are set up, any
graduate student could run the
online courses.
But the university is willing
to go to extreme measures to get
the cooperation of faculty
because it will payoff in the
'end.
To soften the dispute about
the weak educational benefits,
the university offers professors
willing to train for and do online
courses cushy incentives: a lap-
top plus a total of almost four
thousands dollars.
For faculty without tenure
there is the unspoken pressure to
do online courses in order to get
brownie points with the tenure
committee. Though the cash is
tempting, the professors will
eventually lose out. Once the
courses are set up, the universi-
ty owns the intellectual proper-
ty, and they become virtually
disposable.
. Though the use of the web
and other technologies can be
helpful as a supplement to the
classroom, the university has
long term plans to offer core
courses mainly (if not exclu-
sively) online. In some pro-
grams, such as nursing, students
are already forced to take online
. courses. In the end, students and
professors are the big losers.
Ultimately, true learning is
sacrificed for convenience and
monetary gain when courses arc
taken online. And higher educa-
tion will produce lonely, discon-
nected graduates with training
in the newest programs that will
change in a year. Is this what we
want?
11'11111111111160 TO.II.II.
We encourage readers'to respond in letters for ,
publication. Letters must be 300 words or fewer. Please
includeyour name, da.ytime telephone number, major
field of study aIldyear in school; Please direct all letters
to editor@arbiteronline.com. Letters are subject to
editing.<The Arbiter cannot verify the accuracy of
statementsmade In'Ietters to the editor. Columnists'
views do not necessarily represent those of the Arbiter
editorial board and staff. .
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,IBOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
NOTICE OF HEARING ON REQUESTS FOR
STUDENT FEE AND RATE INCREASES
March 10, 2003
:Notice is hereby given that a proposal has been presented to increase General Education fees. The proposal calls for
Increasing the Matriculation Fee by $1~9.00 per semester for full-fee-paying undergraduate students. I'his amounts to
~ 10% fee increase. Fees for part-time students and others would increase proportionally. The current fees, proposed
Inc r e as e s, and am 0\\ n t 0 f rev e n u e s u chi ncr e a s e s w 0 u Id pro v ide follow: '
Annual Full-Time Fees and Part-Time Credit Hour Fees
FY2004
Fees
Per Initial
Notice
Est New RevenueIncrease fees 10%
All goes to
Matriculation
.
FY03 Fees HCISCH Gen EducStudent Fees' .
Full-time Fees:
Matriculation Fee 1,861.50 298.00 2,159.50 12,000 3,576,000
Technology Fee 82.50 82.50
Facilities Fees 506.00 506.00
Student Activity Fees 534.00 534.00
Total Full-time Fees 2,984.00 0.00 3,282.00 3,576,000
Part-time Credit Hour Fees:
Education Fee 102.40 14.90 117.30 42,000 625,800
Technology Fee 4.40 4.40
Facilities Fees 23.90 23.90
Student Activity Fees 18.30 18.30
Total Part-time Cr HI' Fees: 149.00 0.00 163.90 625,800
Summer Credit Hour Fees:(Note A)
Education Fee 102.40 14.90 117.30 25,600 381,440
Technology Fee 4.40 4.40
Facilities Fees 23.90 23.90
Student Activity Fees 18.30 18.30
, Total Su m m e r Cr Hr Fees: 149.00 14.90 163.90 381,440
Other Student Fees:
Graduate Fees: -
Full-time Grad/Prof 646.00 33.00 679.00 320 10,560
Part-time Graduate/Hour 35.00 1. 7 5 36.75 10,600 18,550
Summer Grad/Hour (Note A) 35.00 1. 7 5 36.75 2,000 3,500
Nonresident Tuition:
Nonres Tuition 6,400.00 320.00 6,720.00 350 112,000
Professional Fees:
None
Other Fees:
Western Un d er g r a d Exchge 1,467.00 1,641.00 225 39,150
In-service Fees/Cr Hr - Undergrad 50.00 54.63 . 6,200 28,727
In-service Fees/Cr Hr - Grad 62.00 66.88 N/A 0
Course Overload FeelHour 149.00 14.90 163.90 0 0
Total Other Student Fees 212,487
I
I
Total Additional Student
Fee Revenue 4,795,727
Less Summer Equals Available for General Education in FY2004 4,410,787
Note A: Summer fee increases effective for Summer 2004 Session.
Summer revenue not available until FY2005.
, Not ice ish e re b y g i v e nth a tap I'0 P 0 s a I h a s bee n pre sen ted to inc rea set h eKe i t h S t e i n B I u e T hun del' Mar ch i n g Ban d
fee by $1.00 per semester for full-fee-paying students and $.10 per credit hour for part-time students.
, Not ice ish e.r e b y g i v e nth a tap r 0 p 0 s a I has bee n pre sen ted t 0 c rea tea sum mer fee 0 f $ 1. 0 0 per c red i tho u r for
the The Arbiter .
• Not ice is hereby given that a proposal has been presented to create a Club Sports fee of $1. 2 5p e r semester for
full- fee p ay i n g stu den t s an d $. 12 per c red i tho u r for par t· tim e and' sum mer stu den t s . It i s pro p 0 sed tor e m 0 vet h 0 s e
sam e am 0 u n t s f r om the cur r e n t AS BS U all 0 t m en tan d, the r e by, r e due e the AS B SU f e eb y $ 1. 2 5 per's e me s t e r for f u 11- fee
paying students and $ ..12 per credit hour for part-time students.
-No t ice is hereby given that a proposal has been presented to increase the IntercollegiateAthletics fee by.$5.00 per
se-meste~ for full-fee-paying students and $.50 per credit hour for part-time students.' .
"Notice is hereby given that a proposal has been p re s e nt e d to increase residence hall room and board rates by 8% and
,apartment rental rates by a n.ave r a g e of 5%.
Proposals regarding these fee and rate increases are available for inspection during regular business hours at the
Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, Room 2io of the. Administration Bu ildi ng. ' -
HEARINGS ON THE PRO,POSED INCREASES WILt BE HELD MONDAY, MARCH 10, 2003, BEG.INNING AT 1:00 P.M. IN THE
JORDAN-A'BALLROOM OF THE BSU STUDENT, UNION. PROPOSALS WILL BE PRESENTED IN THE ORDER LISTED ABOVE ..
All i'n t e r es t e d persons may submit o r a.lt es t imo n y at the hearings or written testimony before th'e March 10th date.
Anyone wishing to testify in person may sign up at the hearings or in advance at the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs. Persons presenting oral testimony ar-e asked to provide a written copy of their testimony to the
hearing officer. ' '
Peg L. Blake
Vice President for Student Affairs
Boise State University
1910 Un iv e r s ity Dri v e
Boise, ID .83725
2119103
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Senior Erik Jones in an indoor practice earlier this week.
Photo by Stanley Brewster
Senior
leadership
propels
Broncos
By Phil Dailey
The Arbiter ------
The Boise State men's
lacrosse team got off to a
rough start in its first two
games of the season on the
road, but now concentrate on
beating Utah this Saturday at
home.
"We played in the rain
both games," Bronco head
coach Alain Rodrigue said.
Boise State lost to both
Oregon and Oregon State
earlier this season in
Corvallis, Ore., in non-con-
ference action.
This weekend on the
Boise State campus, the
Broncos begin competition
as a Division I member of·
the Rocky Mountain
Intercollegiate Lacrosse
League against Utah
"They match up pretty
well against us," Rodrigue
said.
Two years ago the
Broncos dominated the Utes
beating them three times, but
last season fell in their only
match played against Utah.
The Broncos' goals arc
obviously to win, but even
more, maintaining one of the
top four spots in their new
division of competition.
The top four spots in
RMILL's Division I earns
each team a spot at the play-
offs and more importantly,
the chance to move on this
year's national championship
in St. Louis, Mo.
"The top three teams are
27,2003
.Men's Lacrosse 2003
3/1 Utah 1 p.rn.
3/14 Utah VaUeySL 3 pm.
3/16 IdabD I p.nt.
. 3m svu Ip.m.
3/29 Colorado SL 2 p.m.
3IJO Colorado 4 p.m.
415 Utab SL I p.m,
4/l1 N. Colorado 3 p.m,
4/18 Utah vaneySI. 5 p.m.
4/19 Utah SL 1 p.m.
Bome games in blue
excep-
tional,"
said
Rodrigue of
their new
division.
As for the
fourth spot, the
Broncos think they're one of
three teams competing for a
chance at this year's playoffs
slated at the end of April.
Last year, the Broncos
smoked the competition in
RMILL's less-competitive
Division 2, winning the league
title along with an undefeated
7-0-league record.
Stepping up to the next level
is a difticult task and Rodrigue
as well as the rest of the team
arc ready for the challenge. .
"The talent level is much
di ffercnt," he said.
In order to be a contender in
Division I, Rodrigue is a
believer in the idea of a solid
foundation of coaches and
players.
"BSU has the all those
things in place," Rodrigue said.
In order to be one of the top
.four teams in Division I, the
Broncos need to beat Utah this
weekend as well as a win a
match-up in early April against
Northern Colorado.
"This is a game that will
determine if we are in there
[top four] or not:' Rodrigue
said.
As far as having the talent in
place this season, Rodrigue
thinks two seniors, Erik Jones
'and Brian Sanderson, have
formed a solid foundation.
Last year as juniors, the two
combined for 59 points includ-
ing 22 goals.
"Brian and inyselfhave
been with the club since it's
first year in a formalleague,'
Jones said.
"We know the club and
game. With this knowledge
we have to be teach-
ers as well as
-~ le~ders. in any__ situation
"""..._- whether it
-::::.. be in
._. organiza-
tional
duties off of the field or con-
trolling the pace of a game
on the field," he said.
Rodrigue was instrumental
in bringing Sanderson the
lacrosse team and Jones shortly
followed.
"Coach Rodrigue actually
recruited Brianin the SUB.
Brian and myself are long-time
friends so I decided to try it out
with him," Jones said.
"Getting involved was prob-
ably the best thing for my col-
lege career, I may not be in
sC!lool right now without it," he
SaId
Jones modestly claims
Sanderson as the top player on
this year's squad - on and off
the field.
"Brian has been a leader of
the club administratively. He's
a very goodathlete and he's
dependable on the field to be a
leader. Plus he's got a mad
split-dodge and sick ground- .
ball skills."
Jones has not only set goals
for this season, but realizes the
long term goal of Boise State
lacrosse
"[We want] to make it to the
finals in Division I. Our overall
goal is to promote the sport
of lacrosse at Boise State and
the community," he said.
Saturday's action against
Utah is at I p.m. at the SUB
field, located directly behind
the Student Union
r;:'~.~~~,,~,;."i , ,~lrr~.t.~" :'1"·,.':"''''l:,:4··'''''''~I:.H '" >;'l n·: ...;:-,'..:. ·f·.··.,·r'·\·,' .. ,> •• ' '. -:"" "£Y:.', ",r,.;.>._._,..,.. r-, oJ';",
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Hawkins:
A man ,of loyalty
~?rrc>mmeiital)Tffi"G~g'·
: Shoemaker .
.: Special to The Arbiter
the program he helped
build, loyalty to his players,
loyalty to the boosters who
stepped up with the money
to support his football pro-
gram and loyalty to the fans
who pay admission and
cheer and who agonized for
days as Oregon State
searched for a new coach.
Coach Hawkins has not
been silent about his dream
of eventually coaching the
Fighting Irish of Notre
Dame. Arguably, Oregon
State is one step closer to
achieving that goal. But per-
haps with his continued sue-
My hat is off to Bronco cess, Boise State could be
head football coach Dan that "step closer."
Hawkins. In an age of' Either way, it seems
money talks and something Hawkins is in it for the long
else walks, Coach Hawkins haul. He doesn't seem ready
turned his back on a chance to just pick up and leave
to make more money and town, ala former Bronco
shine in a national spotlight, head coaches Houston Nutt
so he could stay in Boise. and Dirk Koetter.
Just over a week ago, He knows he's got some-
Hawkins eased the minds of thing going here at Boise
Bronco fans everywhere State and he's not ready to
when he withdrew his name turn his back on it. He
from consideration for the refused to turn his backon
head coaching position at the donors who stepped up
Oregon State. to the plate to get his football '
The 10 days leading up to program video equipment
Hawk's decision felt like a and a weight room.
Whirlwind to Bronco fans He kept his promise to the
and the coach himself. Now fans of Boise State football
the dust has settled, and the with an amazing run at a
Bo~Stp.~\fPPtPall~prograJ"l\' national ranking and a 12-1",
is ;,o'5ti11: standingi' with recordIn '2002. For all, the.
Hawkins serving as one of grief Hawkins may have'
its biggest supporters; recelved over the. past few
In a time when individu- weeks, he deserves our sup-
als seek to further them- port, For all the criticism.'
selves and rush to make the he's earned all 'our cheers.
''big bucks," Hawkins is a . Hats off to Dan Hawkins,
symbol of loyalty: loyalty to
We'll help you get your college degree. The Army
National Guard offers you the Montgomery GI Bill,
Tuition Assistance as well as extra state benefits.
Most Guard members serve one weekend a month
~nd two weeks a year. Goto college and still have
time for a life. In the Army
National Guard, yOU CAN!
Call SFC Rick Simmons. '
at 422-3817 '," . .
NEWLY REMODELED!!
NO COVIER CHAROE
71DAYS IA 1NEEK
• PRIVA TE DANCES
. AVAILABLE
4» 2-4-" DANCES
ALL' DA Y &.NIGHTI
• VIP SEATING
_ POOL TABLES, DARTS
AND SA T:ELLITE SPORTS
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Professor translates Ducharme's 'Go Figure'
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By Lauren Consuelo Tussing
The Arbiter '
Translating the words of
Quebecois author Rejean
Ducharme comes with more dif-
ficulties and nuances than usual.
In addition to Ducharme's
choice of distancing himself
from the public, he manipulates
language in a way that makes it
difficult to translate.
Boise State associate profes-
sor of French and Spanish Will
Browning has become familiar
with such nuances.
. His translation of
Ducharme's The Daughter of
Christopher Columbus was
published in 2000 by Guernica
Editions of Toronto, and he is
currently translating
Ducharme's Go Figure - origi-
nally known as Va Savoir.
Go Figure will be published
by Talon Books of Vancouver
in September 2003.
"I'm translating the novels
without being able to consult
Ducharme, which is a particular
challenge, and yet at the same
time, it also clarifies the situa-
tion, because I don't have an
author looking over my shoul-
der telling me what to do. All
we have are the texts,"
Browning said.
Not only has Ducharme
removed himself from the pub-
lic eye in Montreal, where he
resides, but he is even more so
removed from America's liter-
ary eye.
Although Ducharme has
written nine books, only three of
them have been translated into
English. Browning said the lack
of existing translations of
Ducharme's work is like having
the works of John Updike or
J.D. Salinger unavailable to the
English-speaking world.
"He's [Ducharme] a house-
hold word and I'm trying to help
him be better known in the
Anglophone world, including
his native Canada," Browning
said.
Go Figure is told through the
journal of Remi Vavasseur.
After his wife, Mammy, miscar-
ries their twin girls, the devas-
tated couple separates.
Remi retreats from Montreal
to rural Quebec and focuses his
energy on remodeling a house,
supposedly for his estranged
wife.
•
••
•
Will Browning shows his work translating french text into English
Photo by Kelly Dey. The Arbiter
Ballet Idaho presents
'1118 Tbr88 Musketeers'
By Tammy Sands
The Arbiter -------
All for one, and one for all!
There's nothing quite like
sword fighting and ballet.
Ballet Idaho presents a pre-
miereof a new ballet based on
Alexander Dumas' literary clas-
sic The Three Musketeers, at
thd Morrison Center for two
performances on Saturday.
"It has been very fortuitous
that we chose to present Romeo
and Juliet in the same season.
The dancers have advanced
considerably in their abilities
with sword work and the fight
scenes in 'Three Musketeers'
have become more complex,"
artistic director Toni Pimble
.said,
The dancers have been in
rehearsal since Jan. 2 for this
performance.
They have been working
with fight. choreographer
Christopher V Ilia dunng their
rehearsals on fencing and chore-
ography for the seven fight
scenes.
"Three of the fight scenes are
for the full company and are
very complex and exciting,"
Pimble said.
Pimble faced some chal-
lenRes when creating the ballet.
The sets and costumes had
already been designed for a pre-
vious production, there is no
music specifically written for
the ballet, and Alexander
Dumas' book is quite complex,"
Pimble said.
This ballet is a comedy in
two acts with a compilation of
music from' late Renaissance
and early Baroque composers.
Peter Farmer, whose designs
for the theater have been seen
worldwide, originally designed
the sets and costumes.
Amy Panganiban and Lito-
John Demitita add to the pro-
duction with their choreograph-
ic ideas for additional costumes
for some of the main characters.
Matthew Hope, Ruben
Gerding, and Juan Carlos Amy-
Cordero will be playing The
Three Musketeers.
"This is a full length story
ballet with plenty of comic
action, so it IS most definitely
appropriate for families with
children from the age of 7' and
up," Pimble said.
The Three Musketeers will
be showing on March I at 2 ,
p.m. and 8 p.m. in the Morrison
Center. Tickets are available
from Select-A-Seat or by call-
ing 426-1494.
For a complete listing of representatives go
to http://career.boisestate.edu/careerfair.htm
Meanwhile, Mammy travels
through Europe and North
Africa with Remi's ex-mistress,
Raia, who was also Mammy's'
best friend in high school.
As Rerni develops friend-
ships with his eclectic new
neighbors, and as the fate of his
wife becomes unclear, Remi's
life is increasingly tumultuous.
Translating Ducharme's
novel takes much more than
merely transcribing the novel
word for word.
Browning carries the respon-
sibility of trying to translate
Ducharme's intended meaning,
which is often complicated,
ambiguous and laced with mul-
tiple meanings.
"Sometimes I can get some-
thing that's just okay. Other
times I'll hit the nail right on the
head, and other times I have to
create new gems because I can't
translate his gems," Browning
said.
"So, it's a multiple creation
of situation."
Although. the process would
be overwhelming for a lay read-
er, Browning has experience.
He began translating The
Daughter of Christopher
Columbus in 1991 while he was
working towards a Ph.D. in
modem languages at
Middlebury College.
After he received his doctor-
ate in 1996, he revised the trans-
lation and it was published in
2000.
He then began translating Go
Figure by hand, knowing that a
future publisher would be inter-
ested, as Talon Books was in
2001. He kept the handwritten
translation in a large blue
binder, which helped him juggle
translating and caring for his
infant daughter.
"You know, you go grocery
shopping and the kid falls
asleep in the car. All right. So,
what are you going to do? You
either wake up the kid, which is
of course a cardinal sin of par-
enting, or you bring something
with that you can do while the
kid is sleeping, and then you go
shopping," he said.
He did the same for the first
translation, when his son was an
infant.
Eventually, Browning began
transferring the handwritten
work onto a computer, and he
hired a transcriber to help him.
"Sometimes, she has trouble
reading my handwriting, which
means that it may say some-
thing that I don't intend, and
cne or two times, her mistakes
have been gems that I've kept,"
he said.
. "So, that brings out the cen-
tral issue here. Every time that
someone writes or reads, there's
a possibility of miscommunica-
tion, and that's what Ducharme
specializes in. He specializes, in
the French original, implanting
little misunderstandings that
change the meaning or that
evoke multiple meanings of the
same word at the same time."
For Browning, this is the
challenge and the reward of
recreating Ducharme's texts in
another language.
o
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SUB Jordan Ballroom
o
Learn about employers, internships, full- and part-time, summer, and temporary jobs,
career opportunities and career information! Make contacts; network.
Dress professionally and bring your resume!
Sponsored by the Boise State Career Center
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"l'm kind ~f on an island here ZIZ
Boise) lvhich is kind of a good thing. n
- Joseph Baldassarre
By Justin Prescott
The Arbiter -------
Joseph Baldassarre, guitarist
and Boise State music profes-
sor, hasn't performed as a solo
classical guitarist in four years.
Among his other profession-
al titles are 'professor of music
history and classical guitar,
music history coordinator, stu-
dent advisor and private guitar
instructor.
The question one may be
tempted to ask is, why the
downtime?
Baldassarre has Guillien-
Barre syndrome, which affects
his nerves, causing diminished
feeling and control, starting in
the smaller nerves in the
extremities and then moving to
the rest of the body.
As 'a musician who relies on
the full use of his hands, this has
created a challenge for him. The
syndrome has prevented
Baldassarre from performing
Joe Baldassarre
massages the
frets
Photo by Ted Harmon
Baldassarre performs solo for first time in four years
'Matrix' inventor pushes out new works
By Bob O'Brien
Daily Targum (Rutgers U.)-
William Gibson gave birth to
The Matrix. He single handedly
established the genre of cyber-
punk. He fully realized the near-
ly symbiotic relationship we
share with computers today in
1983, with his debut novel
Neuromancer.
Now, in his latest effort,
Pattern Recognition, he turns
his focus towards the past and
ncar future of cyber-technology.
He delves into immediate
themes, such as obsessive
Internet culture, pervasive
advertising and Sept. II.
The annihilation of the twin
towers lurks throughout the
story, its dark filmy tendrils
darting out at the least expected
moments.
The novel focuses on Cayce
Pollard, who is an "advertising
barometer," a human gauge of
how effective a certain line 'of
advertising can be.
She has an interesting afflic-
tion: an allergic reaction to cor-
porate logos and mascots, and is
gripped by a psychosomatic
paralysis when she sees effec-
~:.
tive ones.
In her spare time, Cayce dili-
gently follows a string ofmyste-
rious short films being anony-
mously released to the Internet.
No one knows the purpose of
the footage, whether its part of a
larger work, or simple manifes-
tations of the artist's will.
Cayce is hired to find the
director for her advertising'
agent; if the director can gain a
rabid Internet audience, think
what he could do for a cam-
paign.
Gibson uses this obsessive
cult of the "footage," as he calls
it, to explore a very real concept
in the eontemporary world: rela-
tionships that are formed in
message boards and chatrooms
can be more honest and pure
than those forged in the real
world.
In Cyberspace, a person can
become a construct, an ideal.
Gibson exploits this pure
anonymity masterfully, and
gives every one of his characters
an unseen and hidden side.
His writing style highlights
this, not exploring too deep into
character.
Gibson's prose comes across
as Spartan, clipped and effi-
cient, much like a computer
process. Rather than explaining
what we already infer, Gibson
simply states the bare minimum
at times.
"Five in the morning, and she
can barely keep her eyes open.
Lifts her cup of black unsweet-
ened coffee. Mouse-clicks."
Rather than waste space
leading up to an exploration of
Cayce, Gibson opts for the more
modern "Google Cayce."
Instead of engaging in an
emotional exploration of char-
acter, he is searching Cayce like
a website search engine. He
inserts such terms throughout
his novel, and expects you to
know them.
The techno-ignorant need not
apply. .
Finally, the most intriguing
aspect of the novel, the Sept. II
elements: They are treated not
as spectacle, but as cold fact.
There is a momentary flash-
back of the actual attack, and
several references, but the
attacks aren't sensationalized,
and aren't the center of the
novel.
Boise gets down with 'Godfather of Pimping'
By Raymond Knight Tussing
Special to The Arbiter ---
'The Godfather of Pimping,"
this 'is the moniker Too $hort
has aptly earned from his suc-
cess in the music industry.
His. sexually explicit lyrical
content coupled with his exces-
sive use ofthe b-word ensured a
successful formula that helped
him become one of the biggest
and well-respected rap moguls
in the record business.
Having been in the business
for over 15 years, Too $hort
made his way- to the Big Easy
after the release of his 14th
album, What's my Favorite
Word?
For those who have been
dead to the world for the past 13.
albums, Todd 'Too Short' Shaw
is to dirty rappin' what Visine is
to getting the red out.
An energetic and enthusiastic
crowd greeted Too $hort with
roaring cheers as he finally
came out after a 45-minute hia-
tus from the opening rap group,
51-50, who did an exceptional
job of getting the crowd hyped.
. Too $hort had a friendly
emergence as he came out in a
white t-shirt and blue jeans and
shipped hands with people in
the crowd.
Eager to hear some of the
"Freaky Tales" Too $hort is
infamous for, the audience got
their fix as $hort performed hit
after hit of his songs formulated
from his original filth talkin'.
In the middle of his set the
sound system went out. Too
$hort unworriedly smiled and
shrugged it off. No more than
30 seconds later it came back on
and he started the song, "I'm a
Player."
Guys and ladies alike rapped
along word for word with $hort,:
, -.
t.tJvIepicks*OUlslandin~ .
• Worthy effort
".' So-so
- "-Abomb
Daredevil (PG-13)
Dark Blue(R)
Gods & Generals (PG-13)
leading one to believe his lyrics
may be the modern equivalent
to nursery rhymes for adults.
In the end, after Too $hort
finished his last song and the
stage was barren, the crowd was
still hungry for more. As chants
of "Too $hort" became louder
as each minute passed, $hort
came back on stage to do a few
more songs.
Too $hort put on a superb
performance, and his fans at the
.Big Easy showed explosive
enthusiasm and excitement for
. $hort, making the concert an
unforgettable experience, and
proof that Boise can get· down
and dirty with "The Godfather
of'Pimping."
v.
• • • •
v • V *"JungleBook 2 (G)ute of DavId Gale (R)
Old SChool (R)
QuIet AmerIcan (R)
•***•,***,. ."ShanghaI Knights (PG-13)
solo.
He has been receiving treat-
ments that help him to gain
more control of his hands and
more feeling in them. These
treatments have put Baldassarre
back on the solo concert circuit.
Friday will mark his first
solo classical performance in
four years. As Baldassarre puts
it, he will be "playing without a
parachute."
Except for one folk. perfor-
mance, he has only. played
alongside other musicians dur-
ing the past four years.
He will be using guitars
made by his father, Antonio
Baldassarre, who recently
moved to Boise from Cleveland,
Joseph's hometown, which he
has dubbed "the center of the
universe." Antonio has been
building instruments for over 30
years, since he retired from the
cabinet-making business.
His guitars have been dis-
played in museums and shows
and some have been labeled
world-Class.
The music for the Friday per-
formance will include Baroque
suites by Remy Medard, Robert
deVisee and Gaspar Sanzo
_The guitars Joseph will usc
for this first half of his perfor-
mance are exact replicas,
according to original plans, of
Baroque guitars that some of the
original songwriters used to
write their compositions.
In other words, this perfor-
mance will be authentic.
In the second half of the per-
formance Joseph will play most-
ly early 20th century South
American music. on a classical
guitar built by Antonio.
The artists include Heitor
Villa-Lobos, Pemambucco and
Agustin Barrios. Joseph is excit-
ed about these pieces.
"The Brazilian stuff, it's just
beautiful and it's fun," Joseph
said.
"If you're an outsider to clas-
sical music, a lot of classical
music sounds kind of stiff and
Brazilian music is more folksy
sounding and it's more accessi-
ble and more fun."
Indeed, in this era of string
quartets, a classical guitar per-
formance is something of a rari-
ty in the Treasure Valley, espe-
cially when you have someone
like Joseph Baldassarre making
the music as authentic as
possible.
"I'm kind of on an island
here in Boise, which is kind of a
good thing," Joseph said.
"Nobody else is doing what
I'm doing."
The performance will take
place in the Morrison Center
Recital Hall at 7:30 p.m. on
Friday, Feb. 28.
Admission is $5 for adults,
$3 for seniors and free to stu-
dents of all ages and Boise State
faculty and staff.
.. f our buyers were
'any less demanding,
~ou wouldn't love
he clothes
To place your free classified ad, call 345-8204ext. 119 or drop by the office located at 1605 University Drive (comer of University & Michigan)
Privata Uvlng Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenllles
Furnished & Unfurnished
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
Roommate Needed to
Share 4bd/2ba Horne
$270/mo. Plus 1/4
phone & gas. 344-5905
Boise Bnch lBR Apt,
Small yard, pet neg.
No smoking $475/mo.
Call 869-3438 or 869-
3671
'T/it? _Qt,lL1d~_t111-
tflt? P'lrk-
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus
Starting at $295/mo.
MOil/illy Mope ill
Specials!
Includes all utilities, cable/
HBO, computer lab. Open 7
days a week.
336-8787
Large 3BR/2BA,
Garage, FP, Cen, A/C
Gas Heat, Close to
BSU/ ParkCtr.
$925/mo.344-7934
F. Rrnmt needed
ASAP, 2 Bd. 1 ? ba,
$372/mo. lncld Util. &
Free Cable! Move in
Special 964-3207
Roommate M / F to
share 2bd/lba, pool,
AC near BSU Cable
TV 290+1/2 E1ecCall
Eric 353-5332
D~LBERT~
Roommate Wanted:
$250/mo plus util, &
DSL sm. Pet ok. Close
to ssu Call 424-8728.
M/F Responsible
Roommate Wanted,
W /0, Parking,
Modem, $310/m
Inclds. Utilities!
344-0098
"it
Queen Pillow top
Mattress Set. Brand
New-still in plastic.
Must sell $150. Can
deliver 866-7476
93 Toyota PU, Blue
w /chrome, 17's front
end, & Fender trim,
Bedbox, Soft Top bed
cvr, Camshaft &
Clutch Swap & more!
$4300424-8420
Kayak $380 w / float
bags, paddles, other
gear, Gas grill $45 4
dining rm, chairs $40
869-4909
2 easy chairs, 2 hide-a-
beds $35 each 26in TV
$45 Heavy punching
bag $30 869·4909
2Bd /2Ba Mobile HIn.
Close to BSU. Great for
student w / roommate!
Call Lee@ 658-1160
King size Pillowtop
mattress set Brand
New-in bag. Must sell
$225 Can deliver
866-7476
Yamaha WR500,
Excellent Condo Too
many goodies to list.
Call Nate @371-5713
APPLE LAPTOP
iBook 300rnhz 3.2 GB
HD 160MB RAM CD
Rom $595 aBO 343-
1303
Mattress Set, Full Size
Brand new in pkg.
. Sacrifice $100. Ca1l
866-7476
1991 Geo Metro 146K
It's a driver $600 Runs
good. 376-4522 Iv msg.
Italian leather couch
and loveseat, Brand
new still in plastic .
Retail $2450 Sacrifice
$899 Call 888-1464
84 Camaro $950 aBO
Desks, files, crib, tires
Call 424-0277
'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse
GS Original Owner!
94K MI. Blue & Gray
AT, A/C AM/FM
$2850 Call Michele
870-5044
Bedroom set 5 piece
Cherry set Brand new
in box Retail $1450
Sacrifice $395
Call 888-1464
92 Honda Accord DX
sic. CD, 143K, Great
Car!! $3500/ obo Call
841-5216 or 859-4457
1989 Mustang LX 5.0
Power EveB'thing!
AM/FM C 89K $3500
or aBO! 761-6036
it
.-'-111
Wildland Firefighters
Wanted Exciting
Outdoor Seasonal
Position No experience
needed-T .. Provided
Apply af6OO(f
Overland Rd. Tues-
Thur: 1-5pm Fri: 2-7pm
Sat: Bam-Ipm
BroncoJobs'84.'''''·6'8'6
Looking for
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at bttp:/I
career.bolsestate.edu
Need aSpanish
Tutor? BSU graduate
will tutor you for only
$10/hr. 5min from
BSU 861-2223
FREE!! Two Parakeets,
Finger Trained, easy to
care for. !m & 1 F. 2
Cages. 342-9787
I' , I
.~ Horoscopes
i DO 'fOU H~VE" A PILL
~ FOR SOMEONE WHO
~ GETS REJECTED BY
e LJALLY?
j
~ \
) -;-
Jtll~·
Cher tickets great
seats Section A 16
2@$95
Call 336-1102
1995 Honda Civic 92K,
With Snow Tires! Has
a CD Player too.
Please Call 433-0738.
79 Chevy P/U 2 WD
Long Bed, Runs Great!
$2000/obo 866-5915
Apple iBook Graphite
SE '166MHz 320MB
RAM 20GB hard drive
DVD CD rom $850
386-9529
Earn 51,000 • 51,000
for your Student Group
iii just 3 hours!
MJl'pIt fundri",1g crD..~ h.\;llt~ NJ
urwl)'~ No f!It"lti r~~:~\i:l'\ll fl.-d'l,><~g
dJtts a.rrh'::~EqJl:I~ eet l\'1~!~ rh'g'.ln;
th.lI\\\.'I\'
IS!!11PUS
FIFTH an~ IDAHO
downtown boHe
I WILL. ATTACH .
MYSELF TO A MORE
SUCCESSFUL HOST
TO ENSURE MY
SURVIVAL.
I TRIED TO DEFEND
YOU. I SAID YOU
LOOK SLOW ONLY
BECAUSE YOU'RE
BLOATED.
BUT WHAT TICKS ME
OFF IS THAT EVERYONE
IN THE DEPARTMENT
EARNS MORE THAN
YOU DO.
Students join the Idaho
Amy National Guard and
eam up to $200 or .ore
one weekend a .... th
+
~ my be eligible for
$8.000 cash bonus
+
Educational Assistance
$276 a .... th G.I. Bill
$240 a year state
$1800 a year federal
call Tal Blagbum 863;3516
or R c 1-
WANTED: Director for
Student Programs
Board. WilI1'ay.
Call 426-3049.
Home Health Care
Agcy Seeking
Coml;'anions, NA's &
CNA s. Competitive
wages & flexible
Schedules. Apply @
877 N. Liberty Ste. 205
Boise, 10 83704 or call
(208) 321-7896
MOVIE EXTRAS/
MODELS NEEDED No
experience necessary!!
Earn up to $150-
450/day!! Call 800-814-
0277x1182
Hair Models for March
8th and 9th! Free
Haircuts & Color.
Signup is March 7th @
5pm. DoubleTree .
Riverside Hotel
w/Schwarzkopf in
Boise. ?s 800 707 9997
Ext. 163
Bartender Trainees
Needed $250/day
Potential, Local
Positions 1-800-293-
3985 ext. 223
it
Math,Chemistry or
German Tutoring,
$lO/hr, Call [en
424-8728
To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: 10 is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries
(March 21-ApriI19)
- Today is a 7 - The more you
learn, the more appears possible
- and, of course, tlle more possi-
bilities appear. Keep studying!
VSBis holding a series of events on the topic
of hunger and homelessness:
• Forgolten Faces, a gallery display of photographs
and art from ToftElementary Second graders, in
the Student Union Fireside lounge.
• BSUFaculty will speak during the lunch hour, in the
gallery, about the issue of hunger and homelessness.
• To collect food, clothing, blankets donafion, and raise
funds for the locol homeless shelters, students can
camp out in Shock City setep on the quod for three
nights and four days, collecfing pledges for each night
they stay. Donation bins will be on site.
For more information on how to participote in the
camp-out or how !o volunteer for the event,
please collVSB 426-4248; 426-4240
Rewardll $50 goes to
the Person who can
find us aResponsible
yet fun roommate! Call
344-0098
Computer problems?
Trblshoot, upgrde,
purch. consult, virus
removal, Extremely
Low Cost!! Call Micah
@353-3975.
Bartenders needed.
Earn $150-250 per
night. No exp neces-
sary. Call 86b-291-1884
ext. U-989
Flexible
Schedule
Gemini
(May 21-June 2p
- Today is a 6 • Later in the day
should be easier, and tomorrow
is a lot more fun. Finish up loose
odds and ends so that you'll
have more time to play then.
Scorpio
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
- Today is an 8 - The more you
learn, the more valuable you
become. That's verY evident
now. And if you lo've what
FREE* ATMs
AT ALL OUR OFFICES
&. IN THE ,BSU SllB.!
BSU Employees and
Full-time Students
We need customer
service reps.
20-40 hrs/wk
Evenings
and
Weekends
$8.00/hr
Paid training
For more info
call 376-4480
NO monthly service charge, NO per item fees,
unlimited check writing,
NO minimum balance requirement, PLUS we
pay dividends on your account.
We have NO surcharge* ATMs at all four office
locations PLUS one in the BSU SUB.
Check out our web site at www,caged.fcu,ollL
and fREE Home Banking!!!
By Linda C. Black
Tribune Media Services
Call 208-884-0150 or 1-800-223-7283,
visit our web~ite, or stop by today.ClCapital. Educators
,FEDERAL CREDIT'UNION
Taurus
(ApriI20-May 20)
- Today is a 7 - Don't spend all
day dreaming about somebody
you love. Fuss over someone
you respect and admire, too.
1Ii!1J.1, ,
"ACCbunts Federally tnsured to
$100,000 by NeUA, an Agency
of the U.S. Government
~
CHiRoPRACTIC
Serving all your
chiropractic needs.
Call Dr.Jim Trapp
at 389-BACK
Helping students
and athletes with
back, neck .and
relaxation therapy
walking distance from sub
l025I..i'cllAve Boi5e,DB3706
"Ask about our BSU discount"
you're studying, perfect!
Sagittarius'
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
- Today is a 5 - After you com-
mit to a really big goal, there's
often a moment of doubt. Can
you do it? Maybe not, but it'll be
fun to try: . .
Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
- Today is an 8 - You do think a
lot about others. This time, con-
sider yourself. Which of your
options will you enjoy best? It's
OK to do this.
Aquarius
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
- Today is a 5 - An inner satisfac-
tion may be your best reward.
The money appears to be com-
ing, too, but tnat won't last near-
ly as long.
Pisces
(Feb. 19-March 20)
- Today is a 7 - It's time to count
your blessings and also list the
things that worked. You'll soon
review your plans again, and
knowing what works will help.
, ,
(c) 2003, 1RIBUNEMEDlASERVICESINC
Distributed by Knight
Ridder /Tribune Information
Services.
FREE DRAFT
(CHECKING)
ACCOUNTS
Cancer
(June 22-July 22)
- Today is an 8 - You can't live
Today's Birthday (Feb. 27). on love alone, although it would
Friends are a constant source of sure be nice if you could. By
support and inspiration this pooling vour resources and your
year. At least one friend may talents, that won't be necessary.
even inspire you to try some- '
thing radically different. Give up, Leo
a dream, and a fear or two, for (July 23~Aug. 22)
an improvement you'd,never get - Today is a 5 - The hardest part
otherwise. is almost over. Don't give up.
Not only will it get easier, but
there'll soon be more helpers.
You've just about toughed it out.
Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
- Today is an 8 - Fit in another
date around noon, before the
workload gets too hectic. Don't
schedule one for tomorrow,
though. Instead, pack a lunch
tonight.
Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
- Today is a 6 - A kitchen-table
business could do very well and
bring you hours of enjoyment.
It's also a great source of gifts
for family and friends - gifts that
won't cost a fortune.
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IDAHO YOU SHOULD KNOW
BoiseSiale UniversityWomen'sCenler Februory27, 2003
Yasmin Aguilar
By Crystal Yaung: Crystal Is a senior at Baise Slate University. rnojortnq in
Englishwith an emphasis In wrlling.
There's a quiet yet powerful reserve about Yasmin Aguilar. She is
passionate. yet calm, and she is dedicated. There's not much. not even
a pesky case of pneumonia that can keep her from the lob she adores.
Yasmin is a case manager for the Refugee Resettlement Program
located in Boise. As a case manager, she Is involved with nearly every
aspect of helping refugees and their families get situated In a new
liVing environment. Some of her duties include picking up individuals
from the oirport. finding adequate housing or host families. assisting
with living needs, enrolling refugees In classes,and servng as a translator.
Her lob entails a great amount of work. but it doesn't stop there.
Underneath her qolet reserve. Yasmin pulls from a strength within her
that sefs her apart from most people. She is a natural leader. She isn't
someone who talks about herself easily; she is humble. more apt to let
someone else speak on her behalf. Denise and Jay Van Houten, close
friends of hers. note that she" goes beyond what her job entails. she
tckcc cere of them: regarding th", r",f,,!J"'P.- she helps. Jay adds, "She
always has a pasitive outlook; she's passionate about what she does."
Yasmin doesn't simply work a nine to five lob; she. Is very much
involved with the people she supports. She often makes house calls.
visiting with her clients. offering encouragement and friendship. On
..any given day. she is receiving new families, making phone coils, or
out buying food and clothes for people in need often with little
regard to her own needs.
In November of 2002. Yasmin was about to embark on a trip to
MexiCO to visit with her husband's relatives for the Thanksgiving
holiday. She was very excited to get away for a while, spending
time with her husband and his family. While away, she become
seriously ill with pneumonia. However when she arrived bock, she
was "down" for only a short time. When she heard that there was
a new refugee family coming to Boise, she got out of bed and went
to work: She pulled from her inner strength and found ways to help
thts family so they would not feel alone and abandoned.
Yasmin works hard not only to assist lndlvlduo] families, but also to
reach out to the existing Boise community members in efforts to
educate them about refugee services and needs. Many times she
encounters fear and misconceptions from people when they see
refugees moving here, especlolly refugees from war torn countries.
While it's sometimes a long. bumpy rood to improvement, Yasmin has
mode it her ambition to educate Idaho communities and speak to
organizations on behalf of the refugee Population. She has been
recognized numerous times and awarded for her efforts. Her
empathy and tireless work to educate others may stem from her
own experiences as a refugee of war.
Yasmin speaks five languages: Persian, Posh to, Urdu. and Czech.
She Is learning Spanish, Bosnian, and Arabie. Not bod for someone
as young as Yosrrun. She is originally from Kandahar, the one time
capitol of Afghanistan. but later moved, graduating In the summer
of 1991 from a college in the Czech republic. As she worked to
become a doctor. she hoped to establish her residency in Afghanistan.
However by May 1992. the war was In full progress, leovlnq her
no choice but to flee the country to Pakistan with her family. She
experienced severe restrictions set forth on women by the Tohbon.
Women were forced to cover their entire bodies, including their
faces with thick veils. Women could rio longer leave their houses
without a mole relative escorting them. and they were no longer
able to work or seek the some oppartunities offered to men. There
was a time when Yasmin hod to move form place-to-place, traveling
forty-two hours on a train without food or restrooms to get to her
uncle's house. The First International IslamiC Relief Organization
provided some assistance for those [ndlvlduols in need. In a
desperate time for her country .. Yosmin pressed on,
Yasmin worked as a. general physician until 1996; she then received
a position as community development coordinator at Mercy Corp:
International. on American non-profit organization, During the next
few years, she wrote a book reflecting on, educating, and giving
insight Into the plight of the Muslim people. before she, too, became
a refugee of war in September 2000, Her move to the United
States would prove to be successful. but not without great sorrow
as she left her family behind,
Yasmin has experienced conflict thot most people could never fathom,
However, she has dealt with adversity with resourcefulness and
perseverance: "No matter how long the night is, the day is coming."
Among her strengths she notes honesty. and a hard working nature,
which her friends are quick to agree With, adding her open and
vulnerable personality as strong attributes. Always thankful and
full of love, Yasmin is qulck to note, "My husband (Luis) has been
a source of strength for me."
Yosrnln's eyes sparkle like two crystals when she speaks of LUis,her
greatest joy. She has only been married for a short amount of time.
but it is no secret he ranks high on her priority list. She makes no
apologies for working and [ovinq so much; she butlds a meaningful
community for the refugees and the people around her, supporting
their, growth. Through her tireless effort. Yasmin Improves the lives
of many people. taking from her own life experiences and giving
something positive bock She is a contributor to humanity and a
woman always moving [orword.
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Dr. Christine Hahn
By Angela Janes: Angela is a senior al'Balse State University, majoring in
Englishand psychology with a minor In women's studies,She Isa Girl Scout
leader and a dance team,coach,
Winding through a cubicle maze. ducking in and out of walled
dividers. I finally came to a small of lice, the door ajar. lnside was
a modest workspace. papers and open files strewn about a busy
desk, bookshelves lining the walls. packed with reference materials
and volumes of medicalltterature. and a picturesque view of the
Boise landscape as seen from the fourth floor of a downtown office
bUilding. This Is where I found Dr. Christine Hahn.
Christine works for the Division of Health through the Department
of Health and Welfare as the Idaho State Epidemiologist. She
tracks infectious diseases in the state such as solmonella and E. call
and attempts to prep.are for and control outbreaks.
"I picked this field because it is always changing: soys Hahn. "There
is always something new and different to research within my field."
There are certain diseases that pose a continual threat. but outbreaks
consume a large portion of time and research. Lost yeor the concern
was anthrax. Th.iSsummer It was West Nile River Valley disease.
Now it is small pox.
Her love of travel fits nicely into a job where she must coordinate
site vistts and field research. Additionally. her travels have helped
provide perspective on the lack of medical resources throughout
the world. Christine Indicated that leading causes of death in
America were heart disease and automobile occldents. but life
expecrcncv here Is still around eighty years old. Globally, however,
life expectancy Is consideroblv lower bscouse of diseases that go
untreated. such as tuberculosis, a disease rarely found in modern
America, America doesn't have such a problem with tuberculosis,
because of our refined medical and scientific capabilities, which can
Inl~rn be used to help less "developed" countries In preventing and
tre'ating diseases "It's all linked together: Hahn says. "which is why
I flrid my lob so rewarding."
Christine received a degree in human medicine [rom Michigan State
University. Following her degree, Christine completed an internship
with the Department ~ Internal MediCine at the Mayo Clinic and a
fellowship through the Department of Internal MediCine at Duke
University Medical Center, It was during thiS time that she did research
in Africa. which focused on women diagnosed with HIV and their bobies.
When a baby is born to a mother who has tested positive for HIV,
the baby only has a 30% chance of being born with the disease,
despite the Intimacy of childbirth and the _sharing of bodily flUids from
mother to child The purpose of the research was to look for antibodies
built up in the bobles who were nat Infected by their mother In hopes
that the antibodies would lead to a vaccine for AIDS. The efforts
of the study did not yield the expected answers. however. "Even
though the research was not successful, it was on incredible experience:
Christine commented. Christine hopes that her group's work can be
used In future AIDS research, ultimately hoping for a vaccine or better
drug treatment for people living with HIV and AIDS.
After her fellowship with Duke University, Christine was involved in
the EIS fellowship through the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention. which gave her a lab In Boise, After working here for
only twa years she was offered her current position with the Division
of Health where she has been working for the post five years,
Christine has helped many people with her research and medical
knowledge. For Instance, there was recently a well supplying
contaminated water to Idaho residents. - Through research and
interviews. Christine helped pinpoint and close the contaminated
well and treat the people in the area. She has provided our
community with education on medical issues from head lice to AIDS
Lately. in on attempt to educate and prepare Idahoans for the
current threat of small pox use as a biological weapon. she has
been working tirelessly with thiS disease. one that until lost year. few.
people knew or remembered anything about,
For Christine, however. the most rewording times have been when
she has volunteered. She volunteered with street kids In Tanzania
at a clinic that provided a safe environment for youth and with St.
John's free clinic here In Boise. "After years and years of education
it feels good to give something bock: Christine explained.
"Dr. Hahn has proven over and over again that she can provide
needed information on health Issues. provide prevention messages.
and leave us all with the knowledge needed to calm our fears:
commented friend and coworker Ginger Floerchlnger-Franks. 'She
Is always honest, provldinq known facts and ending with a message
of reason to calm our fears."
Dr. Valerie J. Steffen
By Pat Pyke: Pat is a public relations olhcer at Boise State. She earned a
bachelor of science degree in engineering from Duke University and a
moster's degree in journalism from the University of California at Berkeley.
Entrepreneur Dr. Valerie Steffen has built a company where ethical
standards are as Integral to the business plan as making a profit.
Valerie, a former psychology professor who taught at two universities,
is the president and founder of zl-yeor-old Strategic Intelligence lnc.,
a marketing research firm that applies principles of social psychology
to assess public opinion, attitudes and consumer behovlor. with a
strong emphasis in health-related fields.
An avid runner, Valerie moves with athletic gracefulness, even when
dressed in a trim business suit. and exudes a calm energy as she speaks
about her deliberate intention to build a socially responsible business.
"Businesses really do differ dramatically In the values they embody,
In the courses they choose," she said. "When you're building a
business.you have the opportunity to forge something that looks like
the best of what you would like to be, what you would like to give
to society."
In only lour veers. Valerie hos bUilt a strong client bose. been ncrned
a finalist for the Idaho Business RfNiew/Women's Business Center
Woman Entrepreneur of the Year award, and received recognition
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for
groundbreaking marketing research on tobacco use by teens. She
has done all this and more while donating 15 to 20 percent of her
time for non-profit causes, particularly organizations that assist people
at society's margins.
Values instilled in childhood took root as she cralted her business
philosophy. "I grew up knowing that I was supposed to contribute,
that I was supposed to do something that made the world better ..My
parents were committed to social justice. I grew up in a time when
those themes of social [ustice were center front - in the women's
movement and In the civil rights movement: she said.
One organization that has benefited from her skill at preparing
numerical data, charts and graphs to express the links between
people's attitudes, intentions and behoviors is the Girl Scouts. For
the Silver Sage Council. a region which covers southern Idaho,
Oregon as far west as Bend and parts of Nevada, Valerie recently
designed a project to help understand the needs and desires of
girls, their parents and volunteers involved with Girl Scouts.
She recruited about 10 other area professionals to help with the
project, including Ginger Floerchinger-Franks, a program manager
at Idaho Health and Welfare's Bureau of Health Promotion.
"To me it is amazing: Ginger said. "Here Is someone on her own
time putting together thiS huge research project that is going to guide
the Girl Scouts for the next 10 years. It was a huge project and It
was done right."
. Ginger and Valerie met when Strategic Intelligence worked on a
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project to evaluate a media campaign aimed at raising awareness
about a subject long taboo In Idaho - child sexual abuse, Ginger
said Valerie's work evaluating the campaign "was revolutionary.
The Centers for Disease Control is looking at that campaign as a
national model."
"Valerie has a wonderful reputation .... When people talk about
research companies, hers always comes up in the top three for
four: said Ginger.
Despite those accomplishments, Valerie neverIntended to become
a businesswoman. Alter growing up with the never-ending demands
of her parents' landscaping and nursery business, Valerie had
resolved not to own a small business. "No way," she said. "I had
really always thought I'd be a college professor." And she did just
that, earning a PhD. In psychology from Purdue University then
going on to teach at Kent State University in Ohio, Wabash College
in Indiana and the University of Idaho.
But the business seed had been planted early in life, and it germinated
years later when conditions were ripe to start her own business.
Alter teaching for about 10 years, she no longer found the university
life as prolessionollv or financially fulfilling as she wanted. She had
always enjoyed research, so she and her husband, Lou Sternberg,
moved to Boise where she took a lob with a market research firm
and eventually decided to strike out an her awn.
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Although starting a new business, especially on the cusp of on
economic recession, was not easy, Valerie feels her career change
was the right decision. "l'rn probably a whale lot happier being an
entrepreneur: she said, despite the lang work hours. And she still
has opportunities to engoge In one of her favorite aspects of being
a professor - guiding and mentorlnq student interns.
Two years ago, when Strategic Intelligence Inc. was ready to
expand, she lntervlewed severo I researchers and then hired the
best candidate, her husband Lou. They share a home/office in east
Boise decorated with paintings, sculpture and pottery made by
regional artists, another of their purposeful ways to connect with
their community.
Valerie's life pursuits express her love of art, her passion for social
Issuesand her enjoyment of lifelong education and research. "I think
the world of business can be a terrific place to express yourself and
your values and have fun: she sold. "I've never had so much fun."
Wanda Lynn Riley
By Melissa Starr: Melissa Is a nontradltionol student double-majoring in
SOCiologywilh minorsin women'sstudiesand gerontology and communications
IEnglish/journalism emphasis). She is also working toward a certificate in
dispute resolution.
\.
"Obstacles are not barriers, they are stepping stones."
'As the Director of Risk Management and Audit Services at Boise
State University, Wanda Lynn Riley sets an example for others in
both her prolesstonol and personal life to examine obstacles as
opportunities. Referred to by some as a "force of nature: Wanda
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lynn possesses a "boundless energy" to serve others in her position
at Boi5e State as well as those in the community: "...her unyielding
demand for high quality ...sets standards. we would all do well to
follow." This high praise resounds in her nomination and is evident
to all who know her.
Wanda lynn's excellent management and organizational skills were
apparent at a very young age. As soon as she could count, she
took on the task of sorting checks [or her father as he worked at
bookkeeping. When kindergarten classmates wanted to have a
party, Wanda lynn demonstrated her natural inclination to lead
people and coordinate resources by first making a list of what would
be needed, and then collecting each person's voluntary conlributlon-
to fund the effort. When her surprised mother found out, she ordered
her daughter to return each child's morley - if she wanted to have
a party, all she had to do was say so!
Wanda lynn Riley was the first of two daughters born to porents who
each demonstrated excellent work ethics, yet were careful to make
themselves available to their children as much as possible. Their
children fondly remember open family communicotion, dinners together,
and plenty of hugs. Her mother. a registered nurse with a graduate
degree, greatly influenced Wanda lynn's development as a giving
member of the community. She was involved in the local intergeneralional
daycare center in Atlanta, and often cooked, cleaned, and cored for
children at a neighborhood women's shelter. At the age of 24, Wanda
lynn was president of the Metropolitan Atlanta Housing Coalition
"Help House," a transitional home for homeless families.
Dedicated to serving her community. Wanda lynn lives by a quote
she heard from her Ebenezer Baptist Church minister in Atlanta
when she was about eleven years old: "I can't do everything, but
I can do something What I can do, I ought to do What I ought
to do, with God's help I will do."
A professional with a social conscience, Wanda lynn is devoted to
using her expertise to make our community a better place in more
ways than one might think possible for one person. She is president
of the board of directors of the Idaho Black History Museum, has
been a board member of the Idaho Human Rights Education Center
since 1999, and has been secretary of the board since 2001.
According to les Bock. Executive Director of the Idaho Human Rights
Education Center, "If there is anyone who is making a difference
In Idaho, ii is \VunJu Linn. Shc ts c trccsure, The Center j; Vf~ry
fortunate to have her on the Board, and the Boise community is very
fortunate to have her as one of Its members. As we planned the
events for the dedication of the Idaho Anne Frank Human Rights
Memorial. I desperately needed her experience, determination; and
leadership in order to make those events happen. She committed
herself without hesitation. I could not have asked for mare."
Wanda lynn has served as co-chair for the Idaho Inclusiveness
Symposium, has served as a member of the steering committee for
the Gene Harris Jazz Fesnvol. and was a primary organizer of the
Idaho Soul Food Extravaganza in 1998. On behalf of the Idaho
Black History Museum, she also organized Boise's first Juneteenth
Celebration in Julia DaviS Park in June 2001 after the State of Idaho
became the fifth state in the nation to officially recognize the holiday,
a celebration that marks the historical end to slavery in America.
Wanda lynn is a "mover and a shaker at her church, teaching Sunday
school. staying up late to rncke outhts for the kid's dance group and
choreographing dances," notes her nominator. She has also served
an the board of Christian Education as the chair of leadership
development as well as the Usher Boord. Wanda lynn seems to be
everywhere at once, but maintains a sense of poise that reflects a
strong sense of self and excellent organizational skills As busy as she
is, one could never tell by her attitude and approach to life. She
radiates a grounded and calm demeanor; just as on old church hymn
reminds us, her feet are firmly "planted by the water."
At Boise State University, Wanda lynn also serves as an advisor to
the Black Student Alliance and is a member of the Cultural and
EthniC Diversity Board. Her involvement with "Black to the Future."
a minority recruitment program sponsored by the New Student
Information Center, has exposed her to many opportunities to inspire
greatness in many young African American students in the community.
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In her position as Director of RiskManagement and Audit Services,
Wanda lynn is on-call around the clock. Her formal objective is
to "effectively protect the university's assets, which include human,
financial. and physical resources from the consequences of loss."
According ta her nominatars, she is highly respected for her Insight
and support when It comes to identifying problems on the job:
"When there are difficult, but necessary decisions that must be
made, Wanda lynn does not evade responsbtllty ...She approaches
[her responsiblhtiesl with sensitiVity and respect."
On a personol 'note, Wanda lynn is known as a "fabulous friend,"
who consistently and warmly checks on the well being of those
around her. One of her nominators, a Boise State student, warmly
recounts that she first met Wanda lynn through her attendance as
a high school student at "Black _to the Future":
"..From then on I've always looked up to her ...her ability to do a
Zillion and one things and do each thing impeccably well..her
unwavering confidence and wisdom and absolute competence and
mastery of the skills required in her profession ...her kindness and
strong faith in God ..She has always been an inspiration to me...She
is truly deservlnq of this honor." .
college graduate. She .always wanted to go to college and become
a teacher, haVing five older sisters who were there ahead of her:
Teresa's parents were not wealthy by any means. They told their
children they wouldn't finance college for any af them in order to
be fair to all of them. She comments, "I am the product of financial
aid. A lot of generous alumni donated the scholarship money that
financed my education."
-.-.--_.-------------------------------------------------
t;Jr. Teresa Boucher
By Crystai Yaung: Crystal is a senior at Boise State University, rnctormq in
Englishwith an emphasis in writing.
"Plumber's daughter earns PhD. at Princeton!" Teresa Boucher
quips Ihls alliteratille lecd. providing a little humor and a glimpse
of what she's all about: professor, department chair, Wife, mother,
and survivor.
Teresa's voice Is quiet. yet clear when she speaks. She appears
relaxed and confident in her office chair, glancing every so often
towards a giant stuffed dragon puppet Silting near her desk. She
remarks that the dragon, which is female, "helps me get through
some of the more stressful moments." It's a coping technique, and
a unique one at that.
Teresa is an accomplished academiC, serving as associate professor
of Spanish, chair of the Department of Modern languages and
literatures, and the only female chair in the Coilege of Arts and
Sciences at Boise State University. She speaks three languages
fluently: English, French and Spanish, and has juggled work and
family expertly.
As a professor, Teresa teaches upper-division literature and culture
courses on Spoin -.most recently a senior seminar entitled "Writing
and Repression in Post Civil War Spain." The course focuses on
literary production under the censorship of Franco's dictatorship.
In this capstone course for Spanish motors. she gUides students
through four dralts of a major research poper and a presentation
tn Spanish. The seminar topic is closely related to her own field of
scholarly research and publication.
Teresa was raised in a working class family and is a first generation
Teresa attended a Catholic elementary school. where at the tender
age of six, she assumed that one had to be a nun in order to become
a teacher. Yet. it was a nun who gave Teresa her first opportunity
to teach: as a sixth grader, Teresa taught first graders Shel Silverstein's
poem "Sarah Cynthia Svlvio Stout / Would Not Take the Garbage
Out." The first graders had no trouble seeing the dangers of
pollution ...
Her education is vast and trnpresslve She earned her BA magna
cum laude with high honors In Spanish from Dartmouth College.
She holds three masters degrees - two in Sponish and one in French
- and studied abroad on four occasions in Spain and in France.
Her academiC career led her to Princetan University where she
earned her Ph.D. in romance languages and literatures. Her academiC
success is admirable, her perseverance' unwavering.
Teresa is the mother of two children: Renaud, 10, her" dissertation
baby" and Anoise. 3, her "tenure baby." She completed the
dissertation, earned ten lire five years later, and was then elected
deportment chair. She began her career at Boise State in a. young
and blossoming language department and recalls the experience
as both exciting and draining.
Wh~n asked about her dual role as faculty member and administrator,
she pointed out the simple difference between the two. •As a
professor, you focus on teaching, research, and service," she says.
"However, as a department chair, you are an administrator--you
minister to the needs of your constituents; so, you focus on service
first, then teaching and research"
The shilt in duties could be complicated for some, but not for Teresa.
She has a genuine passion for what she does in both roles, taking
Into account the perspective of students, faculty members, and
administrators. "You have to build momentum, move things forward,
make the most of the resources you have."
Accomplished in her teaching career, Teresa is extremely dedicated
to her family as well. Teresa's love of music led her to her husband,
whom she met quite by accident when he was playing the piano
in a residence hail at Dartmouth. Twenty years later, they have
two children and nine diplomas between them. She speaks of her
family openly and lOVingly and is quick to point out their pictures,
beaming at the sight of them.
Her husband, Will Browning, is also her colleague, an associate
professor of French in her department. Teresa admits that it is a
delicate balance hovmq an academic couple in the same deportment.
In the next breath, she teases that when she was elected chair, the
agreement was that her spouse would take over the cooking at
home. She smiles as she leans back in her office chair, a sparkle
in her eye as she gazes ot her photos. You might say Teresa is a
wonder woman, and you would be right; nonetheless, it has been
a long struggle through the years for her.
In meeting with Teresa, there is Silent but immediate strength exuding
from her that only comes from dealing with odverslty and challenge.
She is open and forthright in mentioning her status as a survivor of
child sexual abuse, sharing details of her experience. However, that
openness was hard earned. It would be over two decades before
she could find the words to express to her husband and family the
trauma in her life.
"It took 22 years, twenty-two hundred miles, and tenure to begin
to address the trauma of the abuse," Teresa 5OyS. "If thts article
could help one person to not wait 22 years to seek help, it would
all be worthwhile."
She glances around her office, eyeing her dragon again with a
peccelul expression on her face. With her small hands tWiddling
about, she direcjs my attention to three Items in her office with
personal significance - several diplomas neatly hung in a row, a quil!
draped on the wall, and a photograph of the cast of a Boise Slate
theatre production.
Pointing to each she says, "The diplomas remind me that I hove
enough degrees and educalion to be able to solve problems. but
not every problem can be solved with your mind. The quilt reminds
me that some problems can only be addressed with your hear! and
soul. And, the cast picture reminds me thaf all good productions
are a group effort--you don't hove to do it all alone."
Janelle Brown, Kathleen Craven,
Patpyke
Promoting Boise State University, serving the comrnunilv. inspiring
students, parenting teen-agers, and overcoming life challenges.
Accomplishing all this mighl seem overwhelming for one person, but
by working as a team, three women are doing ail of this and more
Janelle Brown, Kathleen Craven and Pat Pyke are proof that it's
possible for women in the workplace to support each other
professionally and also be close friends As publrc information officers
in the university's Of lice of News Services. they work With the medic.
faculty. students end the public to promote the news, events and
people at Boise State
In many respects. Kathleen, Janelle and Pat are "evervwomon. multi-
tasking behind the scenes to keep work and home fronts running
smoothly They seldom stand "1 the hlndght In fact, all three penned
stories on other outstandng women for thIS issue of 'Women Making
HlSlory" The" colleague. Interim ~Jews Services director Bob Evancho.
nominated them because, In his words. 'they are an Incredible. hard-
working team"
According to Evancho, the Ihreesome exemplifies how co-workers
wilh different backgrounds. political persuasions and mteresls can
work together to fmte-r cooperation and procucnvitv in Ihe workplace
"They are wonderful colleagues - devoted wives and mothers. highly
volued employees and exemplary prolessionols." wriles Evoncho.
"All three have highly skilled journalistic ond PR talents that continually
put BOise State in the most positive light possible on a daily basis."
Kalhleen. Janelle and Pat work in a small olhce that has unofficially
been dubbed "The ladles Room." With phones constantly ringing and
students and professors sloppinq by, ii's a busy, hecnc place When
the subject of cornpehlion.is brought up, they all laugh As Pat says
"Egos dont get In the way. And Ihe compelition is lust nol there."
The three women tesled the strength of their bonds last year when
Pot was dlagnoced wilh breost concer Treatingcancer can require
a phYSically exhausling regimen. At 5-foot 2-inches. Pat rnuy not
seem like a formidable opponent, but "he attacked Ihe diseose with
the sOllle d"terminatlOll she showed in her years as a defense'woman'
on a traveling icc hockey team. While undergOing chemotherapy
cmd rad,alion trealments. Pol rode her mountain bicycle almost daily
In Boises rugged foothills and Signed up 'People to pledge donoLans
10 cancer research for each mile she rode .
"We faced Ih,s C(mcer as a team." says Pat ':Kathle":n pitched in to
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cover my loose ends at work and Janelle 10lned me on the bike
trails. The positive energy we share not only contributed to my
healing, If also makes our office a great work envu-onrnenl "
With experience In televiSion news, print [ournohsrn and 'marketing
fhis engineer-turned-journalist loves her [ob at Boise State She
especially enjoys penning stories detailing the energy ond life bel lind
the campus' events, from cultural festivals and music concerls to
AIDS awareness
Janelle is a former Idaho Statesman reporter and editor who spent
20 years at newspapers throughout the West before coming to
Boise State An avid skier, mountain bicyclist and cellist with the
Meridian Symphony, Janelle is also the mother 01 two adopted
Korean teen-agers. She works hard to luggle her career, her many
outside interests, and her family.
"It helps enormously to be in a workplace that is supportive," Janelle
says. "There's very little energy spent here on office politics. and
that allows us to focus our energy on the work at hand"
Writing, editing and publishing FOCUS magazine is lust one example
of how the News Services staff works together. Janelle says. The
award-Winning rnoqozine. published three times each year, Includes
in-depth articles and news items about the university and the larg~r
community "We brainslorm ideas, edit and critique each other s
articles and then pull together to wnte headlines and get the magazine
out by deadline," Janelle says "It's a fun and exciting part of my job,
in large part because of the 'can-do' ottitude of my colleoques."
With two adult children and Iwo teen-agers still at home, Kathleen
sometimes struggles with boloncinq family, work and church
responsioihhes wilh the ballroom dancing. theater and outdoor activities
she loves. A reporter far 10 years, many of them also spent at the
Statesman, Kalhleen traded that career far one thai would allow her
more flexbllty. It was also important that her new job offer a creative
writing outlel. BOISeState fit the bll,n many ways
Working at a daily newspaper offered the excitement that comes
With being at the forefront of breaking news, but it also meant
being on-call and away from home. ood too often Involved stories
that were heartbreaking or conlroversiol Her BOISeState job allows
her a more positive outlook. and gives her the opporlurutv to meet
Interesting people working to make positive changes in the community
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"I leel like 1 can make a dtllerence by educating the community
about the research and events that take place here on campus,"
she says, "The university offers a wealth 01 information and services
that most people aren't aware of."
While Kathleen Pat. and Janelle are adept at publicizing others'
accomplishments. they feel a bit uncomfortable being In the spotlight
themselves II anything, they hope their inclusion in "Women Making
History" will underscore the value of teamwork, and encourage
others to create supportive workplaces, "Our sum IS definitely areater
than our three parts." Janelle says
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Carol Denise Dawson
By Meli5sa Starr: Melissa is a nontraditional student double-majoring in
. sociology with minors in women's studiesand gerontology and communications
IEnglish/journalism emphcsts]. She is also working toword a certilicate in
dispute resolution.
As an employee of Xerox Corpor ohon in Washington, DC, the
thought of moving to Idaho wos the last thing on Carol Dawson's
mind until she received an email Irom a Iriend on the west coost
lour years ago A "headhunter" was looking for minority MBA
graduates to diversily staff and goals in several companies With
some encouragement, self-rellection and examination, Carol deCided
to Inv""tigote the pOSSibility of a job opening at Hewlett-Packard
Corp in BOISe,
Coral declined several times, Since "he wasn't even sure where BOISe
was locoled on the mop Yet, since she'd been working lor the
some company for her entire career, Coral was curious about what
another company could offer, and thought an interview would be
enllghtenmg If nothing else. Afler much persistence on the port of
the recruiter and hISmanager, she took the leap and scheduled on
interView It wasn'l until just before her return flight to Washington
DC, that she thoughl to herself, "I think I'm ,:"ovmg to Idaho" It
turned out to be the best chOice when things slarted rolling downh'!l
01 Xerox a yeor later,
In bigger cities like DC, and los Angeles where Carol was born
and raised, dverslty could easily be token for granted as many other
people promoted cultural awareness However. as an Idahoan, she
felt compelled to be involved It took movmg to Idaho for Cora!
to realize that haVing a voice is not the some 0' using it For example,
Carol first noticed a drive to participate in the Martin luther King
Jr, morch and rally on the Capilol steps in BOise and lelt responsible
lor speaking out,
Most recently, Carol became active In the Notional ASSOCiation for
the Advancement 01 Colored People in Idaho as chairperson of the
lundraiSing committee The 2002 Freedom Fund Banquet. on annual
black tie lundraising event, was a great success as the organization
more than doubled Its goal to increase its numbers twofold from
200 1 Carol's lundraising ellorts were instrumental In accomplishing
that goal. Carol prompted community and businesses to show their
support by sponsoflng tables and by donating over 25 Silent auction
items ranging in value from $50 to about $6.000
Since the time Carol and her husband Wade - whom she met ,in
Idaho - deCided to get involved, Wade has been elected PreSident
and membership hm increased tenfold, More funds have been
raised since their first involvement in 1998, Some strategiC programs
funded by Ihe Boise NAACP Include the Notional Call to Education
Program and the Prison Project. The Notional Call 10 Education
addresses fair testing within the school districts and ensures that
diverse candidates are given equal access in the education system,
The Prison Project addresses education occessibil.lv lor anyone
incarcerated. providing rehoblltlaliv(~ oppar lunilios Thiseffort improves
the odds that prisoners will be contributing citizens upon their release,
Both 01 these projects reqvire legislation to be passed and the
Boise NAACP has been working diligently with state allicials, state
institutions and agencies to get the acts passed into low, Though
the acts haven't yet reached the legislature. they are expected to
pO'S in 2003
Carol's [ust introduction to lundraising was a board membership
at Howard University Hospital. where she become part of the
fund raISing committee, Proceeds Irom the annual fundraislng event
went toward the development of a museum depicting history
ossocloted with tlie hospital. Many prominent medical prolesslonols
graduated Irom Howard Untversrty. and the museum provided the
means to give something bock to the community, Now Carol's
talents In attracting beneloctors. creating exhibits. and networking,
are being put to good use as a board member of the Idaho Black
I History Museum
Committed and resourceful. Carol offers the Iollowing advice that
,he has leurned along Ihe woy' "If I can't proless experience, I won't
allaln It, If I don't try anyway. The only [oilure In Iile Is not trying"
On Sundays at 5 p.rn.. Coral and Wade co-host a roche talk "how
on KIDO The couple aha co-host a half-hour variety talk show
on PubliC Access TelevISion (Channel 111 on Mondays at 8:00 p.rn..
:.vhieh IoJnched No,ember 411" 2002 The show presents mterestlng
tupies such as Ihe latest exhibit ai the Idaho Black HIStory Museum
10 sudden ,nlanl death s,yndromc, In addillon, controversial issues
s,uchas Iecent statemenls made by lor mer Senate Majorily leader
Trellt lett are addressed The program's goal is 10 talk about
everyday Issues that lie into the- Mrlcan American community,
Carol allen hears, "Are there more of you around?" The show
serves to highlight the often-unnoticed diversity of Idaho.
/I,s Content Ilitegration Manager for Hew!ett Packard's Supplies
Orgonlzotion, Carol educates fronl-end partners and salespeople
on products She earned an undergraduate degree III BUSiness
Management and a certilicate in International Business Irom
Georgelawn Unlversily, She also factlltates a self-esteem group
, at BOise State for women between the ages 01 sixteen and twenty-
live who want to improve their ability to set goals and make
conscIous choices that will Improve their chances of leading happier.
more productive lives,
, As Carol's nominator notes, "she brings her warmth and goodWill"
, to every project she tackles, Her "can do attitude" is contagious,
and she Will continue to be on asset to our growing community,
~--~--------------------------------------------------.-----~-----------------------------------------------------------
Anne Pasley-Stuart
BusinessReview from 1995 to 20c0 She IS married to Tom Stuart and he>
one daughter, and an adorable granddaughter. Annie. As h.er nominotor
notes, "Annehcs moxie .she does everything with enthUSiasm
"I am very lortunate to have come from a lamlly in which the women
were expected to excel to the same degree as the men, I am a
third generation Idahoan, and the oldest of three children Both
my mother (who died 01 breast cancer twenty years ago) and my
grandmother were college graduates, which is quite unusual Not
many women today have both a mol her and grandmother who
werecollegp. graduales. In foci, my grandmother was the principal
01 a school when that was very uncommon, This kind of Influence
really challenged me to pursue excellence The Pasley women were
{and arel wonderlul role models, and each mode the choice at one
point in their lives to stay home and raise thell children, I become
who I am in the presence of these oulrageous and wonderful mentors
"We lived in a small town, where my parents were leaders in the
community, They hod always stressed the volue 01 commul1lty service,
Along with many professional aelivities, I've been very fortunate to
have the circumstances ollowinq me to do a lot 01 volunteer work,
Not everyone can, For me, it's a nieR way to pay lor my place on
the Earth, Some people might describe thts drive as a 'lire In the
belly'-it's just there for me It's the challenge of getting up every
morning and putting my shoulder to the wheel-the very uncomplicated
hope that my work might make the world a better, more lust place,
Thi' article ISa running monologue from Anne Pa;ely-Stuart. Her own words
were more powerful than any Interview translation and have been offered
for reader; in her voice, Anne Isknown for her ability to promote consensus
in the community.ha; been quoted in a prolific number 01 national magaZines
and newspapers, Is a weekly guest commentator on KTVB. Channel 7's
"Idaho at Sunrtse: and her column "Working" appeared weekly in idaho
"I started out professionally as a junior-high school music teacher.
when Ilinished my undergraduate work in Montano, After returning
to the Boise area, I become the director of volunteers ot the Idaho
State School and Hospital. and Ioter became Involved in affirmative
aelion training, and found that 1really enioyed training in prolessional
settings. This prompted me to go bock to school and pick up the
classes needed to work full-time in the human resources held. and
that's where I am today,
"Now, as on entrepreneur. I don't work lull time for ony one individual
company, but by working for many companies I get 10 view brooder
trends and problems. I still see incredible inequihes. Because 01
traditional ineqUities lor prolessional women and minorities, which
still exist, I struggle lor positive organizotional changes-to make
things happen within inslitutlons, agencies, and companies, Eventually,
I realized that I needed to set up my own busfness [o heip address
these issues, and have done so. My goal was (and IS) to help other
women do thiS. This can be exciting work for me - to see women,
particularly when Ihey dream of hovinq their own businesses learn
how to lulfill these creative capacities. The number 01 lobs that
have been created by these new female entrepreneurs is substanttal,
Gnd I think thell influencp. is a tremendous economic impact In Idaho
Entrepreneurs arc unique In that'they live in a world of ideas and
pOSSibilities. os well as the world of pragmatic realities - running a
busmess day by day
"When a person hos a strong value system, and recogl1lzes that
...._. ---....-----------------
•
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things need to be done differently in order to be effective it sometimes
becomes obvious thot they need to set up their own' business, I
believe thot women in particulor hove a great deal to offer in todoy's
society, especially in positions of leodership and government.
Women are especially skilled in colloborative processes, which is
generally how the government functions - when it functions well
In Idaho's Legislature, I'm excited to see more women elected I trul;
think Idaho will be improved by the work of these line women,
'Becoming a social ocuvist was a natural progression for me, from
my work on issues that directly impact women. I hoped that my
activism might. in turn, impact everyone. As a lobbvist working for
many organizations, I ve been involved in a number of issues for
example, working Within the Idaho Legislature on the issue of Medi'caid
on behalf of women who need treatment for breast or cervical
cancer. I work on domestic violence issues too, and problems with
professional credentials; I'm proud of the Interstate Nursing Compact
recently passed, creating more professional opportunities for nurses
who live in border towns of Idaho, who con now work in neighboring
states without hovinq to carry multiple licenses.
"Activism is never a waste of time, but the impact is not always seen
imrnediclely and patience is often required, In order to work well
in our legislature, you must be willing to ride out a complex, tedious.
and time-consuming process, This is what I do in my work as a
lobbyist, for nrganizations - and I'm looking forword to the upcoming
session, My advice to women and minorities who want to get
involved in the political process is this; Get your education and
training, and lind a mentor. To succeed, you will need everything
working for you - education, personal skills, hord work, patience,
and the good help a mentor can provide."
Anne is, CEO of Pasley-Stuart Consulting, founding director of
Women s Business Center, and Is a notionally respected expert on
HR policy in both the corporate and pubhc sectors, She has served
as vice chair and commissioner of Idaho Personnel Commission, as
choir and commissioner of Idaho Commission on Women's Programs,
and as chair and commissioner of Boise CiVil Service Commission.
Elected to the Notional Board of Directors of the Society for Human
Resource Management. she is post president of Human Resource
Association of Treasure Valley, past state director of the Idaho State
. Human Resource Council, and was awarded Senior Prolesstonol in
Human Resource status ISPHR) by the Human Resource Certification
Institute, A member of the boord of directors and legislative chair
of Idaho Women's Network, Anne has served on the boards of
Southwest Better Business Bureau, Silver Sage Girl Scout Council,
Opere Idaho, Hays Shelter Home Iboard president) and Ballet Idaho,
She chairs the Human Resource Committee for Idaho Association of
Commerce and lndustrv IIACII, serves on the legislative committee
for Boise School District and Is the immediate past chair of State
and Federal Legislative Committee for Boise Metro Chamber of
Commerce, A graduate of the University of Great Follsond the
National Judicial College, Anne has taught at Boise State Universify
and Albertson College, '
~_.~------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Lori Joyce
By Lora Michaels: Lara is a home-schooled high school sophomore. She
enjoys playing violin and is a member of the Boise High orchestra program
and the Treasure Valley Youth Symphony, This is her first yeor as a writer
for the Women Making History project ,
"I realized that I could spend the rest of my life trying to bring about
peace tn the world, But if we don't have peace in our homes. it's
not going to happen," says Lori Joyce about her film "Shattered
lives." Like most of us, Lori has experienced hardships and challenges
In her life, but it 15 her "amazing ability to not just survive life's
difficulties, but to thrive because of them," that earns the respect of
many including her nominator. She Is a youthful-looking grandmother,
her long blond hair is perfectly colled her voice holds the intensity
that is revealed in her work.
Lori Joyce has been creating educational documentaries since 1982,
when she first started her own non-profit company, Idanna Films. Her
career has been a passionate crusade for peace and [ustlce. Lori's
mission has been to produce documentaries for those who traditionally
have no audience Including women, children, Indigenous papulatlons,
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. and defenders of social justice and of the natural envI~onment.
One of her most influential works is "Shattered lives," a documentary
that examines domestic violence - the cycle of violence and methods
of intervention to prevent it. Her culminating film about social iustice,
it tells the story of women who are victims of physical and verbal
violence in the home and in relationships. The film exposes how
Violence affects these women's outlook on life. With thiS film, Lori
[oins the fight to break the cycle of domestic Violence. "Shattered
Lives" was broadcast on PBS and is shown to women who are
court-ordered to attend classes, as well as victims of domestic
violence to raise their awareness about the 'cycle of oppression,
It was in one of those classes that a woman felt such a connection
to the material that she called Lori to thank her and discuss Its
impact 01\ her. According to her nominator Lori has hod" countless
responses to her work:
Raised to accept the traditional role of women as housewives and
mothers, Lori's views changed during the start of the women's
liberation movement during the 1960's. She wanted to share the
untold story, offer recognition for the cause without a voice,
Her work, in a predominantly male field, is a challenge In itself. She
must stand up for her vision and ideas when others Iry to sway her
decisions. One of her greatest qualities Is the ability to thrive on
life's difficulties, using her experiences to empower herself and
others towards change, Her challenges have fueled her strengths:
focus, reliance on intuition, and perseverance. As the founder of
a non-profit organization she spends at least eighty-percent of her
time fund-raising. This Is difficult when all she wants to do is create.
But as she say's, "I con do it! I can do anything If I,try hard enough,"
Another of her documentaries, "In Remembrance of Martin," aired
nationally on PBS, It was shown to public school students around
the country to commemorate the life of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
It tells the story of the continuous civil rights struggle and King's fight
for freedom and justice,
"The Arms Race Within" tells the story of a large group of citizens
engaging in a non-violent protest of a train traveling through their
community that contains the nuclear potential of 1,500 Hiroshima
bombs. The train traveling from Amarillo, Texas to Bangor, Washington
was actually stopped due to the sheer number of protestors blocking
the tracks. Although the shipment was moved Into trucks, these
committed citizens made a pawerful statement to the government
about their value for human safety as well as for the environment.
Lori's next work Isa little closer to home. FaSCinatedwith Sacagawea
since 4th grade, the "The Journey of Sacagawea" will be aired on
PBS !chonnel 4) on March 10 "This Native American girl. 16 years
old, had an 8 week old baby when she left on' this horrendous
journey with 31 menl I have al"':;ays wondered how she survived
that: Lori's goal has been to discover what character traits
Socagawea possessed and what ordeals she encountered during
the journey.
She hostroversed much of Idaho, Montana, North Dakota, Wyoming,
'and Oregon to shoot this film: Her favorite part of her work is seeing
the finished product: ".realizing that I'm getting the reaction I was
going after, that it's moving people, that it has some sort of an impact
on society ... that it's saying something."
Lori Joyce has mode' an amazing contribution to the world. She has
brought people from the background to the spotlight while creating
an avenue for peace. But her films do more than tell stories; they
influence those that see them, moving them to make changes in their
lrves. changes that reflect those stories Lori has given us a physical
reminder that we need to challenge inlustice, uphold our values, and
embrace our differences.
- -~- -~- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - _.- - - - - - - - - ----------------------------------
Pam Parker
By Angelo Jones. Angelo 15 a senior at BOISeStale Un.versnv. rnojorinq in
EnglIShand psychology wllh a minor," women', studies She rs a Girl Scout
leader and a dance team coach
Pam Parker is "an inspiration to all women - a leader, classy;
professional. coring, honest - everything a person Inot lust a womanl
should aspire to be." These are the opening words of her nomination
as a Woman Making History - words that ring Irue upon meeting
Pam and words reflected by so many who know her
Pam is currently the director of financial develcpment for t~e Boise
Family YMCA, which is lust one of the many leadership positions
she has held in her 25-yeor career. She has been an instrumental
figure In creating more YMCA branches. Seven years ago, Pam
worked for the BOISe Family YMCA as the financial development
director, during which time she managed a $135 million copilo]
campaign to raise funds to build the West Family YMCA and Boise
City Aquatic Center.
After the success of her fundraising efforts. Pam applied for the
position of executive director at the new West Family YMCA and
Boise City Aquatic Center She held thts position, the highlight of
her career, for seven years. making her the first female YMCA
branch director in Boise.
She returned to Financial Development for the Boise Family YMC.A
Association in March of 2002 with the goal of once more expanding
and creating YMCA facilities. The YMCA annual fundraising for
financial assistance in 2002 is $450,000 and $550.000 for 2003
_ goals that Pam will be sure to meet Pam is excited about
opportunities to once more manage the anticipated $13 million
campaign for a facility in Caldwell. Within the next five years, Pam
would like to see the beginnings of a new resident camp and
additional YMCA branches in our community.
Pam's hard work with the YMCA has not gone ·unrecognized. In
2000 she received the Tribute to Women and Industry award for
outstanding performance as an executive in the Boise community
and in 1999 the National West Field Women in the YMCA "Spirit
of the Woman" award for leadership in an executive director role.
Also in 1999, Pam received the WCA Joyce Stein award for being
a pioneering, impact on the growth and advancement of women.
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"It's easy to accomplish a lot when you're keeping up with so many
hard working people who themselves accomplish a lot: Pam says
humbly, speaking in reference to her coworkers at the YMCA
She comments multiple times that the YMCA is a great organization
that has provided her with many opportunities. Through her work
with the YMCA. Pam has learned the value of step-by-step goal
setting and surviving the challenges of hfe .. One of her greatest
challenges has been baloncing her amazing career with her family
Pam has occcmplished a lot through her career, but considers her
greatest accomplishment to be her family She has been married for
33 years and has two of the "nicest land happiest!. now. grown
young daughters - also leaders in the community." her nominator
'notes
Pam loves to garden She paints watercolors She travels. Her
personal goal for the next five years is to learn to sail. Her ideal
college degree would not be one ire business or finance; It would
be an art degree. She uses her love of cooking to draw the family
together. While her daughters were still living at home they would
Iry to eal supper together 05 a family each night. working around
everyone's busy schedules Today, she en [ovs haVing her nieces
and nephews over to help in the kitchen She teaches them to
create meals from scratch. building memories at the same time.,
About a year before her 50th birthday, Pam decided that she
wanted to run a marathon Her inspiration came from watching
so many people at the YMCA exercising and training for various
olhlehc endeavors Pam and her two daughters began training for
a marathon with some friends of the family They trained together
and encouraged each other every step of the way and, at the
Avenue of Giants Marcithon in northern California, they all crossed
the finish line together.
In addition to her love of her family and commitment to her lob,
Pam is Involved in community service. She is a board member of
the Boise Art Museum, and she IS also a member of the Idaho
Women's Charitable Foundation, an organization that educates
women about philanthropy in addition to donating back to the
community In its first year, the Idaho Women's Charitable Foundation
donated roughly $30,000
In regard to her dedication, Pam responds honestly and says, "I iust
work hard to do the right things to make a difference." Pam has
a very high regard for other people. She is respectful and sincere
and considers herself lucky to have everything she has. Pam has
worked hard throughout her life, but has also had fun, combining
creative outlets of painting and gardening in her world of facts and
figures at work.
,
, Pam linked every aspect of herself perfectly when she said simply,
: "I live a beautiful life."
~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::: :
Jane Kinn Buser
By Tracy Petering, Tracy is a returning student at Boise State She is on
Englishmajor and theatre arts minorwho hopes to teach secondary education
in the bush of Alaska someday
Jane Buser is "a woman of all seasons." her nominator notes. "She
has a strong sense of self and personal security to take risks..working
to improve the lives of people." For those who know her, she has
spent many years 'living tired' but with humor and positive energy
finds [oy in each day Her response, when asked how ..she IS, IS
always "Best Ever."
Jane was born in Fostoria, Ohio She was fortunate enough to be
blessed with a wonderful family. Her mother, who died last year, is
one of her heroes. Jane credits her mother with giving her a sense
of community "We all have a responsibility to give back to our
community." Her mother lived her Itfe modeling this"and;vas a driving
force in what Jane does both at work and in her free time.
SerVing Boise State University for. over 29 years. Jane is currently
the Executive Director of Human Resource Services. where she and
about 18 others are respansible for 'the employment, benefits, payroll.
. employee relations, affirmative action, compensution, training, and
records management for over 3,800 employees. When she began
her work many years ago, she was one of two staff members in
what was then known as the personnel o.ffice.
However, with her leadership over the years, many new programs
and benefits have been established for Boise State employees.
Jane was at the forefront in establtshing the Option Retirement Plan
ITIAA ..CREF and VALICI for all faculty and prolessiorcl staff; employer
paid retl'ee Itfe insurance, and the Employee Assistance Plan. (EAPI
to name a few Jane spends conSiderable time working With the
Idaho Legislature promoting salary and benefit plans for the university
employees. She has also helped establish sexual harassment policies
for the university and serves on numerous committees, offering her
expertise and viewpoint on a variety of issues.
Jane's interest in women resulted In her efforts to establish a chapter
of HERS/West on campus, an organization for women faculty and
professional staff HERS/West was the driving force behind the first
several Women's History Month programs and the Women's Center.
to name just a few of their activities.
The College and University Human Prolesstonol Association - HR
has been a focus for Jane prolessionolly She helped create the
NW Region and served as its first choir and a()ain 20 veers later
agreed to again serve as choir. She was also on the national board
of directors working With HR colleagues across the nation to promote
issues benefiting employees and institutions. '
In the Boise Community, Jane has served on several boards including
the United Way of Ada County, the American Red Cross, Grccles
list [by-portisor' pro ..choice women's organization!. and the YWCA.
As president of the YWCA board in the early 80's, the board
recognized the need for shelter and counseling for women experiencing
domestic violence. As a result, the Y's residence was remodeled
IWith tremendous community support) for Boise's first Women's Shelter.
Jone Is currently on the Boord of Directors for the Suson J. Komen
- Boise Affiliate (Race for the Cure); the Children's School and
Capital Educators Federal Credit Union.
Even though her professional life Is full of accomplishments, she feels
her greatest accomplishments ore her two children and her close
friends. Her son Peter, who now lives In Denver, and her daughter,
Katee, who iust returned to Boise are very much a port of her life.
She talks to them frequently and calls her daughter her soul mate.
A "woman of all seasons: Jane's desire to help others led her to
spend a yeor with the American Red Cross in Vietnam in 1968-69.
This experience was a 'defining' time in her life - forcing her to
examine and challenge many of the beliefs she was raised to believe
In. She attributes this experience to her need to question and also
her strong beliefs in .equa!ity and social [ustice.
On a lighter note, at age 50, she mentioned to a friend that she
would love to do her 'cherry' [ump, A close friend said it was the
easiest money she ever raised - and many of the 30 or so came out
to Star, Idaho to witness the tandem iump. In Jane's style, she focused
on the humor In the situation. When asked why she would want to
jump out of a perfectly good airplane, she responded that the plane
was not" perfectly good: being held together by duct tape. She was
probably safer lumping out than staying inside. Even though Jane
finds a way to humbly deflect her commitment to help others, as her
nominator noted, she is a woman who takes risks.
Jane's motto: "Love Welt. Laugh Often, Learn Life, listen U and Love
Much" can all be seen in her cornrnltrnent to her cGlmmunity, her
spirit and demeanor. Jane is a steady and quiet leader who lives
every day by these truths: self-acceptance, love reflects love, be
present, and care about others. Truths reflected in her octlvtttes.
her career and her family. Truths that help her find rest to continue
to tirelessly advocate for others.
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------------------------------------------------------
Kelly Spafford
By Angelo Jones: Angelo Isa senior at Boise State University, majoring in
Englishand psychology with a minor in women's studies.She is a Girl Scout
leader and a donee team coach
Three years ago, Boise, Idaho, had yet to be officially or nationally
known as a "vagina friendly city." That was before Kelly Spafford
hod the Idea to bring Eve Ensler's ploy, The Vagina Monologues to
the Boise State University campus. Lost year during on HBO
presentation of her Obte aword winning play, Eve Ensler announced
to millions of viewers that among hundreds of cities notlonwlde,
Boise, Idaho was indeed a "vagina friendly city."
Kelly had been working far a local non-profit organization as a
rope crisis hotline worker. Frustrated by the seemingly insurmountable
number of women being Vlc~i~lzed by physical and sexual Violence,
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Kelly also feit determinedtodo something - anything to help women
on a larger scale. Certainly. being the understanding and helpful
voice on the phone, connecting women to proper resources, was
a way to help, but she was looking for broader ways to impact a'
social system that allows. for such violence to occur and even
promotes It through media messages and misinformation. "It tore
me apart: she said in regard to the women's suffering she was
hearing. "It broke my heart:
While looking for a way to make a difference, Kelly searched the
Internet one night, looking for information and ways to get involved.
As she searched, Kelly found the website for' the V-Day Organization,
a group whose mission is to end worldwide violence against women
and girls. On the website was information on The Vagina Monologues.
Intrigued by what she read, she requested that V-Day send an
information packet to her.
Uncertain about what-lo do next. she paid a visit to the Boise State
Women's Center. After presenting her ideo to the Women's Center
Advisory Boord and after lengthy discussions about the potential
implications of producing a play with the word "vagina" in the title,
Kelly's vision for a "vagina friendly Boise" was born. Through
television and radio interviews, Kelly maintained poise and eloquence
representing the plight of millions of women wor ld-wlde.
Finally, the play opened at the Special Events Center to three sold-
out shows. Kelly recalls anticipoting picketers, but there were none.
She realized that the people of Boise "were ready for this."
In bringing The Vagina Monologues to Boise, Kelly says that her
worldview has changed. She has learned so much about Violence
and how it is, also, an instigator of fear. "Violence is not lust a
woman's Issue: she explained. "It's about the treatment of a
rnnrqtnolized group of people." She began to understand that
there really, ore people who are afraid on a daily basis. So many
people can't 'walk to their car at night without wondering if someone
will grab them from behind, and these people aren't iust women.
They are the same people who are stigmatized by the media or
made into the punch line of bad [okes.
This awareness of the feor of Violence, even here in Boise, also
made Kelly very attentive to problems women encounter in other parts
of the world. She considers women in America to be extremely lucky
because we have the privileqe to vote to own property, things that
- some women @Isewhere may never have experienced. lnsteod. these
women must submit to the men around them, possibly being subjected
to rape or battery: neither of which are crimes in their countries.
Kelly has since graduated from Boise State University. She is planning
. to attend graduate school in Washington D.C., an endeavor she
postponed in order to stay in Boise as her mother fights breast cancer.
She is currently working at the Red Cross Disaster Services, which
provides aid for families and victims of disosters such as file or flood.
Kel!y considers The Vagina MonQ)Qgues to be her greatest
accomplishment; bringing the play to Boise has affected so many
people. Proceeds from the productions work to support the Boise
State Women's Center and its programs that focus on ending Violence
against women. Additionally, donations are accepted at each show
for a women's organization that V-Day supports eoch year. Thisyeor,
a portion of ticket soles will go to a Native American women's fund.
Last year, over $1,000 was denoted to the Afghan women's fund.
In bringing The Vagina Monoloaues to Boise, Kelly hopes to spread
education, which she believes is the only way to end violence
against women and girls. She feels that people in Boise need to
recognize the problem in Boise and to stop trying to Ignore it. Last
year when Eve Enslermentioned on HBO that Boise, alongside
Philadelphia and San Francisco, Is a vagina frier,diy city, teors-
welled up in Kelly's eyes. She said that she cried the first time she
heard it, and it still makes her emotional to thin~ that she 'was
responsible for that.
,
: It Is still so hard for her to believe that her small vision of doing
: aornethlnq to end her own frustration with a situation sparked
: something in Boise that turned out to be so huge. But it has. Boise
: State Is welcoming The Vagina Monologues back for its third
: consecutive year, one that promises to be as successful as years
, previous. Thank you, Kelly!
~:::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::
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Fafma SIafonloo,,,,,"'edJ
By Kelly Marse: Kelly is an English and Spanish malar, which makes for
Intereslingconversations.She Isalso the program assistantfor the Boise State
Women's Center, which mirrors her passion for women's issueslnJhe rest of
her life. She has studied in Spain, lived In five different states,and plans on
wrlling and traveling more as her life progresses. .
This is a story about bravery and tragedy. It is, unfortunately, not
the first time we've heard it in our country. It is the American Dream
personified in our ancestors - those who couldn't find work because
they were Irish. were held captive in slave boats, who toiled on the ,
railroads after being doctors in Chino. It Is the immigrant experience.
And while there is much sodness in leaVing one's culture and home,
there is also the need to honor those who take that brave first step
onto American soil. .
"You know that America is a dream to anyone in the world: Fotma
Slaton's English is slightly accented, and she clips each word out of
the air in a precise, thoughtful manner. "I was told that life in America
was perfect: no one can lie, and there is no blackmail. It is completel~
fair: she soys, adding wryly. '"1came here, really, with a foolish idea.
December is a hard month. Fatma grieves on the anniversary of
the death of her mother, who died when she was twenty-two years
old. The eldest in the family, Fatma stepped in and took over as
caretaker for her brothers and sisters while Simultaneously raising
two infants of her own. Even though she had both lost a mather
and become one at the same time, she still enjoyed her marriage
and career.
living in Kuwait. she worked first as a social worker and then ran
the office of a Dean at Kuwait University. In Fotmo's culture, "man
is responsible for woman: However, she considered herself an
"upgraded Egyptian woman" independent. I worked my whole life,
and helped out my family: Then tragedy struck again. Shortly after
celebrating their tenth wedding anniversary. her husband died when
Iraq invaded Kuwait during the Gulf War. Fatma worked through
her grief, and when she fell in love with an American man two years
later, she thought life might start anew.
"I started visiting the States with him in 1997 to get to know the
people and how to live here: Now married to her sweetheart,
Fatma began dreaming of life abroad The stories her husband told
her and the international awe of the country assuaged the fears she
had about leovinq her home and her enriching career. Reflecting
on that lime, Fatma notes, "We lather countriesl still feel that freedom
is America: They moved to McCall. 10 on Christmas Day, then
moved to Cascade four months later. The year was 1999, and
Fatma and her husband had plans for buying a hotel in the area.
Her daughters were finishing high school. and would soon go to
college as her husband promised her. It seemed that all the stories
about 'Ame'rica were true after all.
In order to puy the first investment on the hotel. Fatma placed both
her retirement money and her daughters' inheritance into a mutual
account that she held with her husband Assured that her daughters
would go to university as soon as they became residents in the state
for six months, she began the process of becoming a U.S. citizen.
Fatma had a fairly good grasp of English, but her husband refused
to help her through the process of naturalization. "I started feeling
he was ashamed of me." Although Fatma had supported him while
he was in Kuwait, he did not return the favor once in the U.S There
was also trouble with the business
"I had never been in business, but I helped out where I could: making
beds, cleaning rooms and cooking. I didn't feel comfortable in my
own $400,CXXl business." It's here in the interview that Fatma begins
to break down. "I am a very smart woman. but I am very tenderhearted
too" When her husband started obusmq her after using her, she
simply worked harder and got a lob at a local bank so that they
could get insurance for his diabetes However, her husband barged
in and yelled at her at work, and they let her go. She sent the
children away, and the couple began saeingmarriage counselors
Finally, one hot August night after a fight she walked 'out of the
house to cool down. "I had nowhere to go. I didn't tell anyone
, because I didn't hove any friends. I went to the hospital: A doctor
who knew her circumstances admitted her, 'and she stayed at the
hospltolIor two days. When her husband was contacted he said
that they were separated, and that. he was filing for divorce.
Now Fatma lives in a basement apartment in McCall, and at 51
years is once again trying to start her life over. It is hard for her
to talk abaut it. She keeps In close contact with her daughters, one
of whom is in the army and one who works for a liVing. She works
at a bakery owned by an Egyptian friend, and receives comfort
from the religious community in Cascade and McCall. "I am Muslim,
but they invite me to their churches and support me: Still. it is hard
to comprehend all the changes In her life. "It is so hard to understand
working at a university for 14 years, and then to work at a bakery.
I am a strange person, a foreigner coming to a strange town:
like a snake, she has grown out of each skin and pushed on to
new lives and new cultures. Being honored for her bravery Is one
small step on the path of her new life. In the end; Fatma's voice
sounds sad but resolute. "I iust want someone to hear me:
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Lynn Gabriel, M.A.
by Kelly Morse: Kelly is an English and Spanish mojor, which makes for
interesting conversations. She is also the program assistant for the Boise
State Women's Center. which mirrors her passion for women's issuesin the
rest of her life She has studied in Spain, lived in five different stoles, and
plans on writing and traveling more as her life progresses.
"One purpose of a liberal arts education is to make your head a
more interesting place to live inside of for the rest of your life: -
Mary Patterson McPherson, President Emerita, Bryn Mawr College
"I pick up little pieces, and the ones that stick are important: the
ones Ihat don't become experiences I look back on and enjoy."
lynn Gabriel is a woman who understands and advocates the idea
of liVing a full life of varied experiences. Over the course of her
lifetime she has studied in Germany, lived in both New York-end
Alaska. and in her current position as Managing Director for the
Global Business Consortium at Boise State flies around the world
on what seems like a weekly basis.
Getting to know lynn Gabriel is not difficult; her friends lake that,
give her fifteen minutes, and she'll tell her life story to a .stronqer.
However, thiS woman is full of surprises. from graduoting from a
women's college to knowlnq how to ride a motorcycle. If you ask
lynn herself, she'll tell you that she is "the sum total of the interactions
of her core being and her relationships with people." For someone
that has a talent for relating a little bit to everyone, thiS can make
for an interesting life. '
Although a business professional. lynn is a strong advocate for a liberal
arts education. She explains, "The reason you get an education is to
help you,relate to people and understand the human experience:
Through her job she helps international business students understand
the importance of different cultures and being able to connect with
someone despite Initial differences. She strongly believes in the concept
of education as a means of giving new experiences to the individual.
[_ ........ _ .._ ......]~-- ..~
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Her life follows a similar pattern: she always wanted to travel abroad,
and after being the first in her family to go to college, she was
awarded the. prestigious Fulbright Scholarship to study in Germany.
However, it Is not her studies there that she remembers fondly, but
rather bulldtnq relationships with the people in her town.
lynn will soy that her accomplishments are not what society usually
praises, such as a plaque on a wall. Instead, she values relationships
and what they bring to a person. At a going away party In
Germany, her new friends officially inducted her into Stommtlsch,
which recognized her as a member of their community. This is the
kind of event that peppers her .Iife with joy.
Different cultures cnd dtilerent people feed into who lynn is today.
"Relationships are the most Importa'nt thing. I'm Inspired by the lives
that I've touched and made better, and the people who do the
same for me: she says. "If you wont to make the world a better
place you have to connect with one person at a time: She shrugs
and smiles, noting, "I know It sounds corny, but It's true. It's frustratln~
when \iiewing the world as a whale, but good on a personal level. _
lynn's belief in relationships [ecds her to support each of her co-
workers and students indiVidually and yet stili connect with the bigger
picture. It is thiS attention to both personal and global agendas that
makes her such a perfect match for her work.
lynn travels between two worlds, connecting Boise State with local
and international businesses. With her diverse background she
serves as a catalyst to pull groups into a cohesive whole to get
programs and funding for her department. This in turn gives students
more internship and international opportunities. "I really would like
for everybody to have an international experience, so that they can
appreciate at least two cultures - one foreign and one their own:
As usual. her reasons are bosed in the heart: exposure to different
languages and cultures create a growth in one's ability to communicate.
Such a diverse background gives lynn an interesting perspective
on life. "I've never felt tied to anyone geographical place; rather,
I feel a tie with people, and I can have that wherever I live: This
lack of constraining influences allowed her to enjoy the natural
beauty of Alaska, and she finds" an echo of Its nature" in Idaho.
This is a far cry from her original hometown of New York City.
lynn also does not feel defined by what she does, but rather by
the connections she forms in her personal and prolesstonol life. This
balance is always a struggle for her, and includes checking in.
regularly with her family in New York and taking time off from travel
to enjoy her first owned home.
She says "Women are often the unsung heroes of making things
------------------------
happen. Men are usually more interested in the public aspect of
credit .: Women wont to make things work." Lynn's choice to 'make
things work' has led her to co-produce a documentary, study multiple
languages and try to connect with each person she meets. Lynn
Gabriel is not only a citizen of the world - she is a resident of the
Individual heart.
.. -_ -_ ..
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Dr. Sue Chew
By Teresa lipus: Teresamajored in English,technical communicationemphasis,
with a minor In Sponlsh at Boise State University. She Interned csthe
newslelter producer for Boise State'sWomen's Center during the Fall 2002
semester, and earned her bachelor's degree In December 2002.
"Going out and getting on education is like going out and growing
on award-winning gorden. First you envision what it'll look like; then
you grow seedlings, water it, and tend It carefully on a daily basis.
Our education is like that-it tokes time and work-preferably daily
work You eorn it through sweat equity." -Sue Chew
Education and personal growth is very impartant to Sue Chew. As
a Boise State University teacher, tutor, and mentor, Sue encourages
people to excavate their own power. As a student, she explores
how to be the most effective she can be with her life. And, as a
board member of the Idaho Women's Network and the Boise State
Women's Center, she helps deepen people's understanding, and
broaden their perspective of the world of others. Because social
lustice issues are central to her life, Sue persistently raises awareness
. about racial discrimination and oppression.
Sue inspires her students to be very active In their own growth and
education. As a mentor for women returning to.school. Sue values
the vast life experiences of her men tees, so she helps them listen
to themselves and encourages them. "When they find their own
way:' she says, "it's so beyond anything I could have come up with
for them. That's awesome; that's THEM uncovering their OWN deep
potential. And that's the ideo!"
As a student, Sue finds herself in sociology classes so that she can
study how we relate to each other and understand how oppression
Is a port of the foundation of our countrvs entire history. Sne explores
. how we can dismantle racism at institutional and cultural levels by
"asking the questions, listening with open hearts and deep reflection,
and then educating others." She explains that race, closs, and gender
oppression are embedded in our very culture, so they pervade even
our educational institutions. To begin work on one type of oppression,
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a person needs to examine all three because, as Martin Luther King
Jr. noted, "Inlustice anywhere Is a threat to [osttce everywhere, , , .
Whatever affects one directly, affects all Indirectly."
"The point Is: she emphasizes, "when we find Injustice and oppression,
do we have the Willingness and the copobllitv to make changes?
The Boise State campus Is the best place to work with thts because
It's stili fairly Isolated from a very 'cosmopolitan mix.' Here, It's lust
people trying to get through school. and in that process we can
recognize that some practices the university has actually might be
stepping on other people. Because diversity is so Important, we
must stand up for the diversity requirement that Boise State student
senator Ali Ishaq and Boise State professor Dr, Marcy Newman
are proposing." Sue says, "We all need to understand what life is
like walking In someone else's shoes." Sue soys we can move forward
on this front through the efforts of the many understanding minds
and hearts already here, and yet to come.
Sue's dispute resolution classes help her to challenge racism at the
individual level. She hopes that students of color realize that, though
they may be students of color, they stili carry the some Internal
messages that their white classmates carry inside themselves about
other people of color-that it usually comes to the surface when
hostilities flair. That's when the first real work of dispute resolution
begins-recognizing and replacing our own internal messages gives
us the clarity to address these Issues person-to-person. As Sue says,
"We CAN do it and we have been doing it." Sue is grateful to the
many people at Boise State who are willing to work to dismantle
racism, and for that she thanks those of the Cultural and EthniC
Diversity Board, the volunteer faculty, stoll, students, and alumni
who spend countless hours to create the understanding that is crucial
for the next generation of leaJers and citizens.
As a board member for Idaho Women's Network (IWN), Sue feels
lucky. Not only is it on organization that aclively improves the quality
of life and opportunities for Idaho women and their families, but it
Is also at the forefront in challenging racism. They are working to
,be a multicultural. antiracist organization. Hoving already begun
the work at the individual level. IWN is moving on to the next step,
onolyzlnq In depth their own structure, so that they can truly promote
. [ustlce. diversity, and equal rights.
As on odvlsory board member for Boise State Women's Center.
which raises awareness about university policies, programs, and
services affecting women, Sue feels that her most important contribution
is her perspective as a woman of color, She explains that, although
most women understand about not haVing mole pnvileqe. many white
women may be unaware of the privilege that their whiteness gives
them, and she motivates people to think about that.
When Sue's friend Kelly Morse nominated her for "Women Making
History: she said that Sue Chew "Is constantly furthering awareness
in herself and others." She is ever pensive and examining issues on
many levels; when people interact with Sue, they are very likely
to look beyond the surface of what seems to be, and envision what
can be,
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Vicky Irving
By KathleenCraven: Kathleen Isa public relalionsofficer and journalistfor Boise
State University. She Is the mother of four children and lives In West Boise.
.'\. With her children grown and out of the house. the average woman
would be tempted to sit back and enjoy the peace and quiet. But
Vicky Irving is no overage woman. A foster mother for more than
20 yeors, Vicky is dedicated to making life better for young victims
of domestic abuse. broken homes and froctured dreams.
While her peers are turning empty bedrooms into dens and gue~
rooms. Irving is filling hers with enough cribs and beds to house up
to six children ages 4 and under. Cluttered by high chairs. safety
gates and piles of toys, her modest three-bedroom Boise home is
a safe haven for youngsters whose porents ore permanently or
ternporortly unable to core for them.
Her life's work began when she was the mother of two young
children who are now 29 and 27. Wanting to build a career around
children while also wanting to be home with her own kids, she chose
to open a day-care business. When a child showed up one day
bruised and battered. she and her husband Barry reported the
situation to Health and Welfare, who came and examined the child.
"They said they had nowhere to place her." she recoils. 'They told
us they could ternporonly license us for foster care and we soid 'OK.'"
Close to 2::fJ children later. she doesn't regret her decision She sold
her day-care business in the late '80s, but continues to provide care
for kids in need. In December, she was providing a home for six
children ages 4, 3 and 2 years. and 18. 16 and 2 months. .
Vicky keeps things sane through routine and organization. Upon
arriving at her home, each child is assigned his or her own high
chair, bed. seat in the van - even their own color of cup Those
assignments never vary. providinq not only structure but also security.
"It makes it easy." Vicky says. "Little kids just aren't hard to take care
of - I've always enjoyed little kids."
But there are sacrifices. Vicky and Barry take very few vacations,
since respite care is difficult to find. And the children are often
unhappy when Vicky leaves even for short trips to the grocery store.
"They cry even when I leave them home with Barry." she says.
And there are the trips - to exams, hearings, evaluations and court-
oppointed visits. Each trip requires strapping numerous children into
car seats. loading up piles. of gear and fighting traffic.
Finally. letting go of a child can be laugh. "Some kids you get hooked
on - they just walk in the door and you're hooked." she soys. "Others
you have to work around. But all kids are special to us. I used to
be' able to name them oll. but I can't do that anymore."
Through it all. she has had her share of triumphs. such C,1S the children
she sheltered for two years while their mother turned her life around.
eventually enrolling iQa program at the City Lights women's shelter.
'/_.- .-
Her joy in seeing that family reunited, with the mother able to core
.for her children. makes it all worthwhile. she says. She st:1I keeps
in touch with them and cheers their successes.
But she also experienced almost unbearable heartache as she
watched another child. one she had raised for four years and loved
as one of her own, returned to dysfunctional parents. Knowing his
situation. whenever she hears oro the news about a teen in trouble.
her thoughts go to that young boy who is now a teen-ager - and
she wonders what has happened to him. and whether he remembers
being a part of her home and heart. "You worry all these years
later and think, 'What happened to thts little guy?'"
Vicky admits it takes a special type of person to provide foster
care. Calls often come in the middle of the night about children in
dire situations. One coil concerned a young child found in a motel -
room. Officials didn't know anything about him - not even his name.
Could she take him in?
Other calls are for children facing phystcol or sexual abuse. with
parents strung out on drugs or suffering from alcoholism. "The
problems children face nowadays are unbelievable." she says. "a
lot harder than when we started years ago."
Bob Fritsch, who with his wife has been a court-cppolnled guardian
for children taken from their parents by Health and Welfare.
nominated Vicky as a Woman Making History because of her
dedication to the children in her care.
"W,e both think she walks on water with the care, attention and
devotion she gives each and every child in her home." he says.
"When you consider the tremendous number of kids she has cared
for and her modest circumstances. it lust blows you away .. The
world needs more real people like her."
Lynn Rahn
By Angela Jones: Angela is a senior at Boise Stote University, mojoring in
Englishond psychology with a minor in women's studies.She is a Girl Scout
leader and a donce team coach.
It's the little things that make a large difference. For Lynn Rahn. it
was each magic marker thank you card scrawled by an elementary
hand. It was a room full of little girls laughing contentedly over
craft projects and cocoa. It was the hug and a sweet. "I love you"
from the girl who had everything except attentive parents. Never
overlooking the everyday occurrences that mean so much. is what
led Lynn to spend her life volunteering with children.
Lynn started volunteering with young children in 1961 with her
eldest daughter's Girl Scout Brownie troop. "The day I became
a leader was the best day of my life: Lynn sold. "It was 9 whole
new beginning for me." Lynn continued volunteering as a leader
until her own daughters. all three girl scouts themselves. had
graduated high school. Being a troop leader for the Silver Sage
Girl Scout Council sparked many other volunteer poslllons for Lynn.
Eight years after first becoming a leader. Lynn and her husband,
Jim, became co-chairs of the Camp Allee Pittenger Committee In
McCall. The follOWing nine years, Lynn and Jim worked on rebUilding
and maintaining the grounds. bUilding new facilities, tronsportmq
supplies. preparing the campground for camp each year, and various
other tasks that surfaced spontaneously. Lynn also organized the
other pa~ent volunteers and helped provide them with meals and
equlpment. Lynn and Jim would take the!r family to Camp Pittenger
about 15 times each summer. spending innumerable hours working
to create a great camping environment for hundreds of girl scouts
and leaders. Girl scouts are still using many of the facilities created
during Lynn's nine years with Camp Pittenger.
After serving for two years as a volunteer director for the cookie
sales, Lynn began her first paid pasltion as the srotewrde cookie
sales manager in 1981. She was known slotewlde as the "Cookie
Lady." The "Cookie Lady" retired from the scouts only a few years
ago. but nat before being awarded the "Thanks Badge: the highest
honor one can achieve, for her myriad accomplishments and years
of tireless dedication. '
In addition to her work in Girl Scouts, 'Lynn has held many ather
volunteer poslttons In Boise. For 22 years she served as secretary-
treasurer of her neighborhood Irrigation association and as a member
of the Boise Ditch Safety Committee where a primary concern was
children's sofety around local ditches and canals. She helped make
others aware of the necessity of ditch safety legislation and raised
money to provide neighborhood ditches with fencing. She also
served as a member of the Youth Employment Advisorv Committee
as a representative of Girl Scouts, a position that Involved working
with children and child labor laws.
Currently, Lynn volunteers for the Family Advocate Program one
day a week, an agency that works with battered women and
children by representing them in court. Lynn started with the Family
Advocate Program in 2000, working in the office with files and
records. "I worked for so long In the happy side of life with Girl
Scouts Now 1see things that aren't always so cheerful and it really
opens my eyes: Lynn comments solemnly.
As her doughier Tricia notes, Lynn "has touched the lives of hundreds
of girls and community members alike with her beaming smllc.
boisterous laugh, knowledge, landl kind words ...She is a true mentor
of the human spirit and selflessly gives her time and talents to help
others. She ls o strong advocate of children, both young and old
and has always gone the extra rn.le."
Tricia remembers that her mother's cure for any problem has always
been volunteering. According to Lynn, the best way to feel better
about life is to donate a portion of your time and effort to someone
else. Along the way, you are sure to gain a better understanding
of yourself and a better appreciatior for what you have.
What has inspired her through more than 40 years of volunteering
in the community? Each child whose life she has touched. She has
lelt it as each little arm wrapped around her in the tight squeeze
of a hug She has recognized It every time an adult woman
approached her with [ov and excitement because she was once
one of Lynn's Brownies. "I don't worry about who's going to pay
me." Lynn says. "I just enjoy doing what I'm doing."
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i According to Witt, "Dr. McCorkle und~rstood that with training,
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle
By Melissa Starr: Melissa 15 a nontradltlonol student double-mojoring In
SOCiologywith minorsInwomen's studiesand gerontology and communicollons
(English/journalism ernphoslsl She is also working toward 0 certrlrcote In
dispute resolution.
Recognized as 'Idaho's Peacekeeper of the Year' in2oo2 by the
Idaho Mediatton Association. Dr. Suzanne McCorkle is known as
a "pioneer in rhe area of dispute resolution and the founder of one
of Boise State's most lrnportont community programs - the Dispute
Resolution Program: notes Stephanie Witt, as~ciate vice president
for AcademiC Affairs, one of her many nominators. ,
-
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conflict could be managed and diffused..This program offers extensive
course offerings and training sessions throughout the Treasure Valley
landl provides a critical alternative to expensive judicial litigation."
If there was a defining moment when she knew she wanted to
specialize in the process of mediation, it was at a seminar in Denver,
while she was earning her graduate degree in Boulder. Joyce
Wilmot-Hocker presented interpersonal conflict management as an
alternative to the more argumentative ways of settling differences.
The idea that conflict could be managed and diffused held the
potential for adversaries to share both responsibility far and the
benefits of a win-win outcome. This idea became the focus of
McCorkle's energy and talents.
As a result of her efforts in the Dispute Resolution Program, certified
mediators are now making a difference in workplaces, neighborhoods,
and families throughout Idaho. Recognizing that conflict is a natural
part of life has brought people together to create their own mutually
beneficial solutions with the assistance of neutral mediators Under
McCorkle's direction, the Office of Conflict Management Services
was presented with the Idaho Peacemaker Award from the Peaceful
Settlements Foundation in 1996.
Dr. McCorkle has served Boise State for almost three decades,
filling many roles from debate coach (10 veorsl assistant professor
16 veers]. associate professor 18 yeor sl. and full professor 11992-
present]. program director, and college administrator (Associate
Dean for five years and Interim Dean for two veers]. "To all these
roles, she brought the highest level of professionalism and expertise,"
note three of her nominators, "and we are all the belter for the time
and effort she expended"
Dr. McCorkle's ability to make peace is not only evident in the
resolution of indlviducl conflicts, but also in her ability to manage
conflict on a lorger scale. One of her greatest achievements emerged
out of the toughest of times
"Budget holdbacks and a hiring freeze played a major role in the
final year of her tenure as Interim Dean 12000- 20021. She skillfully
navigated through the muddiest of waters - budgets already stretched
to the limit - avoiding layoffs of any college faculty or staff or the
loss 'of any complete programs," said one colleague
Dr. McCorkle has mentored students and peers of the Boise State
Dispute Resolution Program and was instrumental in encouraging
some of the most experienced mediators to complete their degrees.
"She is an excellent example of how shoring of one's passion can
make real change in our world," said another collecque.
In 1990, Boise State's student paper selected Dr. McCorkle as their
first "Hot Prof" for outstanding teaching. In that same year, she
received the Boise State University Faculty library Award.
Dr. McCorkle has also served as past president of the Northwest
Communication Assoctonon. and as Idaho Humanities Council grant
evaluator for "Women in Political Activism" in 1977. A member of
the Board of Directors of the YWCA from 1986 to 1989, Dr.
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McCorkle was presented with the YWCA of Boise Outstanding
Service Aword in 1989
A strong promoter and defender of women's issues - which are
strongly fpatured in her publication and research experience - Dr.
McCorkle taught one -ol Boise State's first gender studies courses
in the eorly 1980s, and has recently been approached by SAGE
publications to submit a book praspectus on her "Women Climbing
the Ivory Tower:' series of presentations. In 1992 she moderated
the SchlaflylWeddington debate on the role of women in the 1990s
In the last decade, Dr. McCorkle's promolion of women has extended
to a national level in several capacities, Including past President
of the Women's Caucus of the National Communication Associolion
11996-971 and past President of the Organization for Reseorch on
Women and Communication 11993-95)
Although Dr. McCorkle has been included in Who's Who in
Entertainment. Who's Who in the West. Who's Who in the Media
and Communications, Who's Who in American Education, as well
as Outstanding Young Women of America, it isn't the long list of
honors that people remember most about her:
"Her compassion and integrity are admirable qualities that I appreciate
and try to exemplify in my daily hle.She encourages the best from
anyone she meets, as she empawers them with creative challenges...!
am impressed with her ability to encourage those around her to cultivate
confidence, enthusiasm, and prolesslonolisrn in all that they do."
What is immediately evident about Dr. Suzanne McCorkle is that
she's too busy being herself and pulting her energy where her
passions lie, to think about how it all looks on paper.
She keeps her eye on the goal, and doesn't get bogged down with
what does not matter In the end. The collective steps that she has
taken-each individual and deliberate-toward what she describes
as "a moral obligation to serve." is what history is made of.
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Betsy Dunklin
By me Allen me is a high school student living in Bois" She enjoys
showinq her dogs. Donie and Chinook. In AKC conforma"on and junior
showmanship. Aside from dog shews Ellie also likes to rid" her horse. Flame
and occcsronolly shows her jumping and dressage. She also eruoys ort
reading and wrliJng She has wrillen previously for thIS project
"There's a lc.qe chunk of time between where I come from and
how I got into this." Betsy Dunklin reflected as she thought about
her upbringing and her poiilics Betsy Dunklin, former Idaho state
senator, was born in Virginia near the Appalachian Mountains and
grew up In South Carolina. She was raised by conservative parents
devout Lutherans, not really active in politics. but Betsy began to
follow a calling different from her parents at a somewhat eorly
age
Crowinq up during the Civil fights movement was a "formative lime"
for Betsy. Attending segregated public schools, she learned it was
wrong from whal she heard from civil righls leaders, and what she
witnessed during that time shaped her personal and politico! views:
"All these people around me were professing thai racism was bad,
but they themselves were thinking racist thoughls and saying racist
words ...it was surrounding us .."
Raised close to the church, she went to a lutheran college in South
Corohno where she rnojor ed in English. After graduation, she
waited tables for months belore entering a graduate program in
journalism, not knowinq what else to do with her EnglISh degree.
While in the program, she met her future husband, Chip Cole, at
an anti-war rally at the Charleston, SC, naval base.
When she was 23, she and Chip moved to Baltimore, Maryland
where she worked for the American Friends Service Committee's
peace education program. During that time she worked in public
relations for a community college and became heaVily involved as '
a volunteer with the United Farm Workers to promote the union's
boycott of grapes, lettuce and Gallo Wine. Motivoted to make
a differencE. in society, she quit her job 'and went to work for the
United Farm Workers at $5.00 per week, room and board, and
woseveruuollv made director of the little boycott office.
�
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The progressive, rcdlcol politics thot she experienced first ho~d as
"0 young adult are part of whot shoped her belief system, and, in
her opinion, it was her work with the United Farm Warkers that
changed her life: "The most important things I've learned about
organizing and politics, I learned from the farm workers. Everything
else was just a reminder of what I learned there. I had a passion _
for the work. I learned how to fundroise. I learned how to tolk
persuasively, how to knock on the doors of complete strongers and
osk for money ..."
Although her lob with the United Farm Workers ended with the end
of the boycott, Betsy continued helping.people through her new lob
with the Marylond Food Committee, an anti-hunger orgonization
advocoting for such federal programs os Food Stamps and free-
and-reduced-price school meals. She organized a state coalition
to promote a bill to make free-and-reduced-priced school breakfasts
available at all Baltimore schools. Betsy worked tenaciously for two
year: to get the bill passed, unfortunately failing both times.
"I was too young to know that this was a hard thing to do ...all I knew
was I didn't want to qun..ond I did things I've never done since, like
organize a news conference led by the orch-btshopi But I wish I still
didn't know how hard it was: I worked and did something and it
paid off eventually." It is that determination and spirit that makes
Betsy Dunklin such an effective leader. The bill was eventually
passed by her successor. but Betsy raised the groundwork for it and
made i) 'possible for it to have gotten that far.
This work led her to earn her master's degree in social work at the
Baltimore campus of the University of Maryland, while her husband
attended law school.
Betsy and her husband moved to Boise in the 1980's when she was
offered a lob with what is now called the Idaho Citizen's Network,
to empower low-Income families to have a stronger voice in
government policies 'affecting them. One campaign of the ICN was
to place an initiative on the ballot to remove sales tax from food.
The organization gathered the names to be included on the ballot,
but the measure failed by a small margin. Betsy left after this
campaign to be home with her newborn daughter. .
'" When her daughter was about a year old, she went to work part-
time with the then YWCA (now the WCAI. helping displaced workers
during the 1983 recession. and later directed the Women's and
Children's Crisis Center. As a volunteer on a social action committee
at the YWCA, she was instrumentol In organizing a coaliti~ri of
orqcnlzollons to lobby on behalf of women's issues.
She was one of the founders and first director of the Idaho Women's
Network. A couple of years later, a Supreme Court decision altered
abortion politics in the nation and the most extreme anti-abortion
bill In the nation was introduced into the 1990 Idaho legislature.
IWN leaders formed a separate organization, Freedom Means
Choice, to fight the measure. At one point, there were at least
5,CAlJ peaple protesting oulslde the Capitol. Althoughi.he legislature
passed the bill, Governor Andrus vetoed the bill, and the sponsors
of the bill were defeated in the upcoming elections .'
In a time when women had no real politlccl voice, Betsy made sure
that their issues were heard: "People think that they are VOiceless.
thot their opinions don't matter. but they can have a voice and they
do malter."
After several years of bUilding the Idaho Women's Network. Betsy
was reody for a chonge. It was election season. and several people
encouraged her to run for office. Although she felt a bit unsure
obout holding a public office. she decided to run for stote senator
and won the election.
Her nominator recounts a personal story whereby in 1998. when
he was a senior high school student. Betsy sponsored him as a page
in the Idaho Senate; even though he was not from her dislrict:
"In 1998 there were a couple of anti-abortion bills up. and one
was a very detrimental parental consent bill ... During the debate
it became increasingly hard for me to sit quietly to the side and
listen tei all the horribly chouvtnislic and ultimately degrading remarks
that many of the senators continually made toward women. and
a woman's reproductive choice. The hardest part was that I couldn't
say anything. and occasionally I would be asked by one of the
senators who had just finished spewing venom from hto mouth to
sharpen a pencil or retrieve a document from his desk. My job
seemed increasingly more difficult to handle. But then the good
senator from district 19 was recognized by the chair, and Senator
Dunklin stood up and gave the rebuttal that was so desperately
needed ...Betsy gave me relief that day as a young page silting on
the Sidelines, and also gave me hope that even in such a traditional
and conservative environment as the Idaho Senate, there was
someone who was making a difference for people like me."
Speaking in general of her three terms in the legislature. her
nominator notes. "Betsy went against the grain and championed
progressive issues that many Idahoans held dear multiple times. and
often with very few people on her side. She stood for what she
believed In, and fought the fights that needed to be fought."
Betsy is currently taking some down time with her family. She has
recently been evaluating essays for the Teacher Of The Year
Award. Betsy Dunklin is a hardworking, family oriented woman
with a clear idea of her goals. She has dedicated her life to helping
people and has established several large SOCial-change organizations.
Betsy is not afraid to speak her mind when necessary. It is these
qualities that truly qualify her as a woman making history.
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MaxirieSowerRandaff
By Teresa lipus: Teresamajored in Engtish.technical communicationemphasis.
with a minor in Spanish at Baise State University. She interned as the
newsletter producer for Baise State'sWomen'sCenter during the Fall 2002
semester. and earned her bachelor's degree In December 2002.
In 1938, Maxine Sower was chosen by her peers at Nampa High
School as the senior excelling in dependability, service, leadership,
and patriotism-the senior girl who would best represent Idaho as
the Good Citizen Pilgrim for the Daughters of the American
Revolution (DARI. In her letter of recommendation to the Idaho DAR
Committee. Nampa teacher and historian Annie Laurie Bird wrote.
"Maxine is an ali-American girl. She's as active on the clean-up
committee as she is leading the Grand Marcn." Although Maxine
Sower Randall continues to lead various "grand marches: she is
[ust as likely to be found behind the scenes supporting people with
a dedication that makes her a Woman Making History.
Through the years Maxine has been recognized for several
accomplishments. That 1938 DAR committee did select her to
represent Idaho in Washington. D.C. During her week-long visit
: . there, she and the other DAR Pilgrims had tea in the White House
: with Eleanor Roosevelt, and at Easter Sunday service they sat in
: the row right behind President Roosevelt and his family. She recalls
: with a grin, "That was pretty heady 'stuff." Maxine was olso featured
: in the Idaho Statesman for various achievements during her years
: at The College of Idaho IC of I -now Albertson College of Idaho!.
: And when she returned to the campus after serving in WWII, she
: earned the Elks Honor Award as the Outstanding Senior Woman
: of the Closs of 1947., '
Accolades aside however. Maxine feels most rewarded by positively
impacting other peoples' lives. She grew up in a happy family
surrounded by four brothers and the lovlnq partnership of her
parents. who worked together to raise their children through both
the good and lean times. Maxine had no children of her own, but
feels blessed with two stepchildren, three grandchildren. plus many
dear nieces and nephews. She treasures her family and friends
and. feeling privileged by all the good things in her life, values the
company of those who are interested In serving other people, lust
as she has always done.
When Maxine was a lunior at C of I. the bombing of Pearl Harbor
eventually stirred her to join the Navy. For three years. as part of
WAVES (Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Services].
Maxine served as an instructor with the Link Trainer. a simulated
flight device resembling a snub-nosed plane. The pilots pulled the
hood over their heads so they saw only the instrument panel. and
she taught them how to rely on these instruments when flying.
Even the most skilled trainer has her doubts-doubts fueled by the
playful ribbing ~f her brothers who, when they learned that her
duties included maintaining the link Trainers, teased her about the
war effort relying on her meager mechanical skills. As she remembers
lhts time in her life, laughing about her inability to use even a
screwdriver. Maxine recalls the dread with which she reported to
each call for Link maintenance, thinking: "01, my gosh, please let it
be something I can find and Iix." Although at first she lacked
confidence in her own ability as a rnechoruc. Maxine proved to be
steady and dependable as petty officer first class, characteristics
that seem to permeate her life.
. After the war, Maxine Impacted the lives of many women throughout
her 21 years in personnel with Sandia National Laboratories in
Albuquerque, NM As an interviewer, and supervisor of 75 secretaries,
she encouraged and supported her employees. particularly the alder
women. At age 70 Maxine took a competitive state exam and
became a consultant for the Idaho Industrial Commission.
Maxine has always shared her time and energy with friends and
family. Not only does Maxine chauffer and shop for less mobile
friends, but she is thoughtful about how she does this. "It takes time:
she notes. "I think one of the biggest things I had to learn Is patience.
You can't rush people who need a wheel chair or a walker. Time
is on a different level somehow .... If you're helping. you lust plan
on spending the time that's needed to do what has to be done."
This "lovlnq kindness" and" real talent for friendship" are what inspired
best friend of 80 veers. Peggy Barr· Faylor, to nominate Maxine as
a Woman Making History.
Perhaps Maxine is so passionate about helping her friends and
family because she has faced her own health crises and is extremely
grateful for her current good health. At age 66, she discovered
that she had breast cancer; she survived a lurnpectorny and 35
radiatio~ treatments. At age 80, Maxine broke her hip; her biggest
,...,.:!-------~-----------------------------_...:.-_-----------------
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After moving to the United States, Lolita met and married Pasquale
Anastasio and had three bays, Carlo. AlelAndro, and Esteban, all
of which have gone to college, celebrating successful lives in their
own right. She took the time to raise her children before entering
the work force in the late 1970's, working as a teacher's assistant
in a bilingual education department in Indiana. She worked closely
with the Hispanic community and migrant families, raising $1 65,CXX)
for a new daycare center in South Bend. She helped find and
renovate a bUilding for the daycore that become EI Campito (Little
Camp). She also took part in creating a DED program for parents
to attend, organizing _and developing many activities.
Lolita is a tireless advocate for others, drawing from the strength
of being proud of who she is "See it, feel it, and it's genuine," she
says in regard to her Hispanic heritage. Lolita speaks Spanish,
Italian, and English. a valuable asset as she works on so many
projects that bring communities together. Lolita is a bridge. paving
the way for people to connect and understand each other. She
has worked hard to help others and has served the community in
a variety of roles She has been a past board member of several
different committees the Minority Business Development Council.
Hispanics in Politics, and Habitat for Humanity. Some of her present
organizations include Cornpesinos llntdos de Idaho, Idahoans for
Farm Worker Minimum Wage Helping Hand, and MUjeres llnrdos
de Idaho
As a "bridge" of sorts to others. it's a bit ironic that Lolita started her
own construction compony in 1987: it was not everyday at that time
tho' a mujer started her own company. let alone a non-traditional
one such as construction. However when she gets her mind set on
something. she achieves it through hard work and perseverance So
stortlnqo business was lust another gaol for her to reach
She named her business Adivo. Inc. a curb and gutter. Sidewalks
and driveway installation company. It wouldn't be long for her to
become a union sub-contractor in scorch of female laborers. finishers,
and [orowomen to help lead her in her endecvors "Women have
the potential to be fantastic administrators," she adds. It has always
been in her nature to educate and empower those oround her, thus
paving the way for others to follow. especially women.
I~
By 1997, she had moved to Idaho. earning a position with Head
Start-Friends of Children and Families in NIt. Home as a family
advocate And as someone who has dedicated her life to helping
people. she wanted to pursue her efforts in the support service
industry. She cantinued fundraising. supporting and encouraging
low-income women and families in need. assisting them with
educational. rnedrcol.: and housing opportunities. "The more you
inform them, then they con become their own leaders ..!f you educate.
you.empower," she says in regard to the women she supports.
And empower is iu~t what Lolita does for these lndividucls. In
1C;C;C;, Lolita was offered a position with the Idaho Women's Network.
she was hired as the project organizer. This Position required the
knowledge and assistance in structuring sociol and economic justice
;e,I,
i.1
regret at the time was missing the Sun Valley Jazz Festival. Her
doctors speculate that all the walking and stair-climbing she'd done
as a census-taker iust weeks before the iniury helped her to heal'
SWiftly: she made the Festival the [ollowtnq year.
These days Maxine is ~till active with her church (where she is an
ordained elder and deacon, and serves on the Pastoral Care Team).
the Nampa High School reunion committee (which iust held the 64-
year closs reunion in September 20021. the PE.a. (a philanthropic
educational organization that provides educational loans to womenl.
and the Albertson College of Idaho Half Century Society and
Notional Alumni Association. In 1999 she accepted an Alumni
Heritage Award an behalf of the 29 family members who have
attended Albertson College of Idaho In addition. the Warhawk Air
Museum in ~~ampa has a link Trainer on exhibit and Maxine is a
.recent vohmleer in their student program "Bridging the Generations."
Moxine Sower Randall has a zest for life. a love of good humor
and fun, and tremendous gratitude that she is surrounded by friends
and family. She makes the most of her good health by living life fully
and helping others Maxine attributes her positive attitude to her
mather and-grandrnother, who were always her role models, and
she enthuslostlcclly approaches each new day with her motto: "This
is the day the Lard has made. Let us rejoice and be glad in it."
,
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Lolita Anastasio
By Crys!cl Yaung Crystal 15a senior at BOiseState ilmver srty. mojormq In
Engl15h With an ornphosts on wrlhng
Lolita Anastasio Pioneer Human rights cclivist. EI corozon de 10
rnuier que pertenece a 10 g·ente. IA woman whose heart belongs
to tJoepeople.)
In 1965, a young Lolita moved to America from her homeland of
Mexico She lived in South Bend, Indiana, wed at age twenty. bore
three children, started her own construction company, and never
looked back.
l.outowos born and raised in MexiCO City where her father was a
doctor and her uncle a chemical engineer. Her mother passed
away during childbirth when Lolita was only five years old; leovlnq
her without a mather and Without any siblings. Two years later
when she was only seven, her father passed away from a heart
attack, but not without leovinq a crucial imprint on her. From as
early as she can remember she wanted to be a doctor, helping
people an a deeper level While she never became a medical
doctor, her father's spirit of helping others never left her: to thiS day,
a woman whose heart belongs to the people, is honoring her father's
memory, by helping people an a very deep level. indeed.
After her father's death, Lolita's tia an her father's Side rclsed her
until she was eighteen, when she moved to the United States. Lolita's
strength never wavered during her ups and dawns iQ life: she had
the" ability to deal with difficult situations and find the positive side
to them," a genuine testimony of someone who believes in herself
and others
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in the areas of poverty, welfare reform, child care, and wage
inequities, thus increasing a woman's democratic participation in
target communities in Idaho. By 2CXXl, she had secured the position
of associate director, achieving yet another plateau in her many
honors.
She has established herself as a great communicator and as someone
who occepls people for who they are: she believes in human rights
and wtll lead the way for others When asked how she deals with
odversity. she comments, "You have to believe In yourself, then others
wtll believe In your cause."
She continues 10 advocate for others. encouraging people to achieve
their goals and dreams, instilling a level of drive in her own [ornrho
Four young grandchildren look up to their abuela. watching her
intently. sowing the seeds of leoderslup. It is her path ond presence
iho! will inspire greatness from each one of them
Lolita's stature is small but her message IS clear, "I want to help
people. I believe In the cause." A woman, whose heart truly belongs
to the people. En 10 urudcd esto 10 fuerza Adelante.
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Winnie Tong
By Teresa Lipus Teresa mojorcd in English, technical cornmurucohon omphosfs.
with a minor In Sporush at Boise Stotc University. She interned as the newsletter
producer for BOISeSiote's Women's Center dUring the Fall 2002 semester.
'V' and earned her bachelors degree In December 2002
Winnie Tong, a 23-year-old Internatlonol student at Boise State
llotversrtv. received two nominations for Women Making History
because she is a role model. a student advocate, and a leader.
Winnie mentors women returning to college, assists with teaching
and research, brings student concerns to the ASSOCiated Students
of Boise Stote University as an ASBSU senator, and sttll manages
to excel academically
'Winnie first,came to the United States from Hong Kong at age 17
as a foreign exchange student. Although her Iorrulv worried about
her leovrnp. they were very proud that, out of eight million students,
she was one of only tfJ students selected to bring their culture overseas
Althoug~ Winnie knew some English ot the time, she struggled with
both the culture and the language. She laughs about her first flight
to the Unrted States "They gave me a bagel and I didn't know how
ta eat it. And then they asked me, 'How would you like your coffee?'
I, and I sod 'In a cop.' Although learning a new culture can be daunting.
Winnie has certainly adjusted to her new life here
DUring her year as an exchange student in Duslln, Florida, Winnie's
host mom and brother, who became a second family to her, took
her traveling around the Southeasl. She saw her first football go me
In MISSISSiPPI.toured Alabama, and was introduced to crayfish in
the French Quarters al New Orleans. Winnie believes that people
should travel whenever they can and see how big Ihe world is
before they make judgments. She insists, "You don't really know
how good a place is until you see lats of places:
When Winnie finished high school in Florida she went back to Hong
Kong to work, making good money with her advanced English skills
However, after eight months she decided that she 'wanted to be
a doctor. The most affordable choice for American schools was
Western Wyoming Community College in Rock Springs; so she
applied received a scholarship and returned to the United States
In Wyoming Winnie met many other international students who had
also chosen that college for ItSollordobilitv They got together often
and became close; she sttll keeps in touch with people that she met
there. The school helped her to push herself: she took 25 credits
per semester and got her associate degree in three semesters. and
ever Since has remained that facused
"Helping to make a difference is a continual source of energy for
me," Judy says. "It inspires me to stay involved and to keep working"
The clinical nurse specialist for Women's Services at SI. Luke's R','gional
Medical Center, Judy was a pioneer in recognizing postpartum
depression as a serious illness that required medical intervention.
After researching what was then a little-understaod condition. she
helped establish a nationally recognized screening and care program
at SI. Luke's in 1qq 1
After community college, Winnie made a Chnstrnos VISIt to Hong
Kong and then left for Boise State University in the spring of 200 1.
She struggled her first semester with the difficult pre-med program
because she was sull getting accustomed to everything, and she
didn't know anyone. However. she wus l"oullell",J when she got
hired in the Internatiunal Admissions Office
After only 1 I months at Boise State many ciossn-otes ond international
students. impressed by Winnie's focus and enthusiasm, encouraged
her to run for ASBSU senate. She ISvery grateful to, and touched
by, all the people who have been supporllng her as a senator, and
takes her work as senator to heart. "I cry on the table, I laugh on
the toble I'm here representing students. If I fail. I didn't meet my
promise to students. So, how should I report back? If you're trying
to table something. you have to let me know why. Is there a better
way to do it? I'm learning here; we're all learning."
Judy's work to educate the medical estobhshrnent and the public
about postpartum depression earned her the respect of colleagues
and the gratitude of many women. So did her 23 years as coordmclor
and original developer of the hospital's NICU (newborn intensive
care unit) follow-up clinic.
But Judy's work at SI. Luke's IS just the beginning of ';'hat she's
accomplished She is also a member of the Ada County Dornesllc
Violence Task Force, the Southwest Idaho Perinated Substance Abuse
Coalition. the Breastfeeding Community Task Force, the Heollhy
Pregnancy Program Advisor y Board and many other advocacy
groups. She previously served on the Governors Council for Infant
and Toddler Programs, the Planned Parenthood board of directors
the Healthy Fomilies AdVisory Counctl and the United Cerebral Palsy
board of directors
In her first term as senator, Winnie Tong helped allocate funding
for the Cultural Center, the Women's Center, and lnternohonol
Programs Because diver s.ty and cultural Issues have 'olwoys been'
her f"c,t concern. she promotes events Ihat help International students
to feel welcome In the BOISeState community; It'S important to her
that all students have a sense of belonging. Concerned about
students' opportunities 10 study. Winni'e convmced the library
adminIStration to experiment with keeping the library open 24 hours
per day durmg Irnols week. She helped arrange the necessary
securitv. and also requested free coffee from Fine Host for the
students. TillS project provides students With a quiet place to study
regardless of their work schedules and livinq arrangements.
Judy also serves on the board of directors of the Ada County Human
Rights Task Force. and is a chou and board member for Idaho Voices
of Drverslty
"Judy sets such a standard thai rf we all would do even one tenth
of what she does to help her fellow human beings the world would
be an incredible place for everyone and not iust a few," wrote
Lesley Goranson in a letter nominating Judy for thrs recognltron
"I am very much the type of person who bel,e"es respect and
admiration go to one who 'walks the walk' and doesn't lust 'talk the
talk.'" Goranson added "Judy unstlntlngly gives of herself wherever
she is called"
Wmnle ISa young woman with great Integflty When asked which
accomplishment she IS most proud of, Winnie responds, "Being a
senator. No, being a good senator, because [onvlone can become
a senator If you want -lo be a good one you have to work hard
I'm hoppy thot I've heard good things about my work"
When Winnie graduates from BOise State. she will postpone medical
school. She explains, "I need to go back to Hong Kong to see my
family firsl. I have been gone olrnos! five years That would be veri,
selfish to walk away and be gone for ten years. And my culture
expects me to be with my family. My family is everything to me
I want to give my 11O-year-oldl brother the same opportunity that
I have, if he wants to come over I'm hiS role model."
Who knows where Winnie's passron and hord work will lead her?
But, because she was re-elected for ASBSU senate In l'1overnber
2002. for now the university community continues to benefit from
her leadership and her advocacy of student concerns; she creates
programs and enVifonments Ihat ease the way 'for others, and fighls
'for those who otherwrse might not have a vOice With her optimism.
energy, and compassion. Winnie Tong is sure to conllnue being a
Woman Making History
Judy Cross, M.5.N.
By Janelle Brown Janelle IS a wrder, mll::dCion and outdoors enlhusluit who
works as a publiC mformailon officer at e"oise State UniverSity
Judy Cross isn't out to save the world. She lust wants to make It a
better place to live In, one caflng step at a lime.
Judy shrugs off such accolades, prefefflng to Simply get things done
than call attention to herself At 5 feet tall. thiS fdty-somethmg
grandmother is anything but pretentiOUS But ask her about some of
her activities. and It'S clear why. as Goranson writes Juc!y "casts a
.' giant shadow"
,
There was, for example. thl' cancer pollent at St Luke's whme biggest
dream was to walk his daughter clown the aisle. When hi, prognoSis
worsened, hiS daughter decided to mcwe up her wedding date. and
the staff at SI. LU,ke'soffered the" chapel for the ceremony' After
",.
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role at the University -"I feel my main reason for being here is
to help student athletes grow and develop"
A very humble Christian, Christina fights for her students with a
calm Integrity. In the case of one athlete, Christina found he was
declared Ineligible by the NCAA the month before the beginning
of his freshman year. He had a full Boise State athletic scholarship.
, With the determination that defines her, Christina made over 100
calls in less than a month and a half until the matter was straightened
out: "I felt so confident that thiSperson deserved a college education.
The NCAA has a lot of rules, and sometimes technicalities can hang
an athlete up. He was being beaten down by the system."
It's cases like thiS that make Christina inspired to work each day
and make sure that every athlete's case is being processed fairly,
She will go through medical records, make phone calls, and write
letters, all to be a good advocate for the student. Her work directly
affects both studentshves and their ability to perform their jobs as
well as she does hers. Her Idea of a legacy is truly caring enough
about students.
As the highest-ranking female administrator in the department, she
once again stresses-the idea of teamwork and partnership. She
is always looking ahead to the goal. one of which is being fair to
all-student athletes. staff. faculty and parents. Even in an area like
athletics. one that has been traditionally male-dominated, Christina
has no problem speaking her mind. and she feels that the athletic
director and departmer.t as a whole supports her. She will go out
of her way to protect anyone with a true case: "If they deserve
it. I will fight for it."
Although very laid back In person. there is a steady intensity behind
her words. This is a woman who lives with conviction, and believes
that life is a gift from God and should be honored as such A
woman who grew up in an athletic family. she often looks at situations'
from the position of a team-member - on a team that's going to
win a championship. She's not afraid to face the clock and drive
herself forward: "You refuse to give up. I think that too often
instead of people digging down they simply stop. You need to
keep digging."
Through a position of caring and empowerment Christina has bullt
a network of people who know that she will examine each situation
with compassion. Christina Is qulck to point out that, "My role Is
a supporting role for student-othletes: if they're not here, I'm not
here." However, many of these students would be unable to be
at Boise State todoyil she had not taken the extra hrne to fight
for their cases. In, the end it's a classic example 0"1 everyone
supparting each other, As Christina would say. "[hot's what a team
is all about."~~~- _ - _ _ -_ .......................................................... -'- -_ _ .. -_ -_ ..
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putting In a full day on the lob, Judy stayed up all night making the
wedding bouquet. corsages, boutonnieres and various displays that
transformed the conference room Into a reception hall. Her volunteer
efforts helped make the event both beautiful and memorable.
Then there was Judy's efforts when th; anti-gay Westboro Baptist
Church came to Boise last July to picket the gay community center
and several 10,aI churches because of their perceived support of
gay rights. Judy volunteered to serve as an "angel" In the manner
of the Matthew Shepard supporters who acted as a buffer when
the same church protested at Shepard's funeral in Laramie, Wyo.
Dressed in "angel wings" made out of PVC pipe, shower curtains
and rainbow decorations, Judy joined others In a non-confrontational
display In front of the picketed community center and churches.
Another example of Judy's caring Is her ongoing work with women
who suffer postportorn depression. She takes much of her personal
time to talk to them and to make sure that they get the help they
need from physiCians,psychologists, social workers. or other community
programs. Yeors after helping one woman who was severely
depressed after the death of one child and the birth of another that
was disabled. Judy encountered the woman, who thanked her for
saving herlile. Judywill never know how many other women s~rvlveJ
a debilitating depression because of her assistance. ;
A driving force In Judy's efforts Is her deep-seated belief' In the
Intrinsic warth of all humans. Her personal life [ourney has helped
shape that belief. A critical [uncture occurred when her husband
Informed Judy, then a graduate student with four young children,
thot he believed he was gay. Rather than divorce, the couple decided
they would remain partners and raise their family, Judy remained_
supportive as her husband faced a number of challenges because
of his sexual orientation. Three years ago, the couple held a special
church ceremony to dissolve their wedding vows and affirm their
vows as lifelong soul friends. With their grown children liVing in the
Treasure Valley, they retain strong family ties.
Ask Judy about the future. and she envisions an Inclusive world. "I'd
love to see people of all races. creeds. abilities, sexual orientations
and gende(s. Including our transgendered friends. seen as equal
among us all." she soys. "I'd like to see people be sensitive and kind
to each other."
Judy believes that everyone has sornelhlnq to contribute. By personal
example. she demonstrates lust how much can be done.
...................................................... -_ ..
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Christina Van Tal
By Kelly Morse: Kelly is an English and Spanish rnolor. which make, lor
Interestingconversolions. She I' olso the program assistantfor the BoiseState
Women', Center. which mirrors her passion for women's issuesIn the rest of
her Iile. She has studted in Spain. lived in five different stale" and plans on
wrillng and traveling more as her life progresses. .
It is often said that one must be Inspired in order to inspire others.
Christina Van Talis an Interesting mixture of humility and guts.
determination and intelligence. Enmeshed in the inner workings of
student athletiCS as the Senior Woman Administrator and Senior
Associate Athietlc Director for Boise State Athletics. her actions
nonetheless reverberate throughout the entire athletiC department.
Christina believes in going the extra mile in her life and work. and
she accomplishes both with a qule! grace,
Christina takes on the Idea of family wholeheartedly, whether it is
in the form of her own husband and children or student athletes.
"AthletiCS can be a kind of family, if done right." she says. Like a
family member, she personally invests her time to ensure that students
can participate In Boise Slate sports and have a good university
,experience, "There are times when, depending on a ~tudent's need,
lust the basics are not good enough. If an athlete s father dies.
there's more to my job than just getting him to the airpart."
indeed. it's thts determination to show she cares that leads to
Christina's open-door pal icy. Any and all can come and talk to her
_ that's what c team is all about. Her manner of listening and helping
to empower her staff and focuhy requires Intricate footwork. She
bases her management style on a team concept. She believes "we
all bring sbmething to the table." She is also very conscious of her
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Maria Gonzalez Mabbutt
By Kelly Marse: Kelly Is an English and Spanish rnolor. which makes lor
interesting conversations. She Is alsa the program assistant lor the Boise
State Women's Center, which mirrors her passion for women's issuesIn tne
rest of her life. She 'hasstudied in Spain, lived in five different slates. and
plans on writing and traveling more as her life progresses.
.• r
Maria Gonzalez Mobbutt Is a very busy woman and an inspiration
to all who know her. When not working at her self-made business,
she can be found at the offices for the Latino Vote Project. leading
discussions at her church, playing with her four year old daughter,
or promoting the rights of migrant farm workers. A woman who has
worked hard her entire life, Maria has chosen a unique position
where her activities promote change in her community. A tireless
advocate, she uses her inner strength to help others:
"You can't give someone power, and you can't toke It. Each of us
has power: some of us are unaware of it; some are not sure how
to use It. The key is to help others learn thts so they can make their
own choices."
Marla is sure to "always emphasize education: Learning tokes many
forms. including the public's right-to-know about their responsibilities
and rights as citizens In 2002 she was contracted to head The
Latino Vote Project. which incorporates a 20 year-old passion of
voter registration for the Hispanic community.
"In order to ensure that change comes about, political Involvement
is important. I've always believed in getting education to the
community and youth. Right now we have clear older leaders in
their forties and fifties However, we're hazy about potential leaders
in their twenties and thirties. A lot of our really great young talent
leaves Idaho when so much could be done here. We need to be
training young people for leadership positions:
Mario is one to put her money where her mouth is. She is currently
setting up a contract with Western States Center, a progressive group
that selects activists to become core trainers for leadership programs
that involve community argonizing. Through this training she in turn
can teach younger generations how to become great leaders.
"For most of my life I've worked really hard at overcoming the feeling
of being Inferior, because I am a woman and a person of color,"
says Mario. She leans forward and her face tokes on a look of
determination as she speaks,
.-"-
"I really do believe In 'we have .been created equal' and 'justice for
.011'. We say certain things In America, but they're hollow in a cerlaln
sense. Sometimes people have to work ten times as hard lust to
prove that they are equal."
She pauses, and then notes, "As a woman, a Latino. end a mother
of four daughters I am very aware of inequalities. A white woman
earns 76 cents to a white man's dollar, and a woman of color only
54 cents. 'We need to be aware of such things, and alter we're
aware. work for change:
SOCial and personal change has fueled Marla's lifestyle and careers
since she toiled with her parents as a migrant worker in Rupert,
Idaho. "I always wanted an educotlon. even as a child: In her
thirties she attended Boise State University, although It was hard
to make ends meet: "I was a single mom with three girls, but we
were a team. I always told them, 'You need to have a degree.'
As a woman of color and a former migrant worker It !gettlng a
degree! was touSih but rewarding:
Her drive to educate herself and others In her community led her
to toke a variety of positions. Including Soctol Security's Public Affairs
Specialist to conduct Hispanic community outreach and holding
office as the first president for Muleres Unldos de Idaho (United
Women of Idaho). .
'"1always wanted to utilize-my talents and energies in Idaho because
so much Is 'needed here. The Hispanic community is the largest
ethniC population In this stote. yet we are behind In opportunities.
compared to states like.Washlngton and Oregon." she notes.
Support of Latinos, plus her own talents. led her to create Power
of Translation. a one woman company where she acts as both
translator and Interpreter on poper and at court. She often plays
the role of consultant on how to market to and reach the Hisponlc
community of Idaho.
However. it is her activism that gains her recognition: "I think I'm
perceived as one of the political Latinos in Idaho. I feel my greatest
contribution wos helping create on agenda on changes needed in
Idaho low for migrant workers."
Alter half a lifetime of striving for a myriad of goo IsMario is starting
to relax. Her husband Richard helps her slow down and assess her
priorities: "I am focusing on things I really wont to do."
Now she is starting to exert her energies on fewer tasks. but Is more
intent upon her work for the Hispanic community: "My husband
uses the example of diffuse light. The same amount of energy
needed to light a room can be focused into the single' beam of a
laser. And a loser can cut through steel:
Moria focuses on Latino voter registration and issues for farm workers,
but now also tokes the time for reflection and personal happiness.
"Too many of us are doing things we don't like because of fear. I
gave up fear some time ogo; I believe faith Isa much stronger power."
-----------------~ ..--_ ..----------~ .._-_ ..--------_.----.---_.-----._------_ .._~. __ ._.--------_.--_._--_.----~_.-
Dr. Ginna Husting
By MeliSsaWintraw: MeliSsa is the coordinator of the BOISeSiole Women's
Center. She eorned her bachelor's degree in English 01 Miami University
and her masters degree in education at the University of Georgia.
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A professor of SOCiology at Boise State University, It comes as no
surprise that Dr. Ginna Husting shows on appreciation for the
ccrnplexilles of life. constantly intrigued by the push and pull of the
processes 01 personal growth and education. For those who know
her, her Inquisitiveness and undying commitment to the examined
life is admirable.
As a Woman Making Histo'ry she recognizes that "we all make
history, most often in small ways. In the ways we interact with and
treat others. and through our commitment to educating ourselves
and others as we travel down our life paths:
"We can either do it mindlessly or mindfully: but we do it either
way." she stresses. "So I believe that the unexamined life. while
perhaps worth living. represents in some sense a lock of commitment
to oneself. one's community, and one's world. likewise. continual
reflection, and the ability to listen to and empathize with others,
even (or especially) If we don't agree with them. is a fundamental
port of that process:
Gmnos ability to empathize was nurtured at a very young age by
a mother who instilled in her the values of fairness and lustice. As
Ginna reflects. "my mother raised me with humor and taught me to ask
lots of questions and think critically about the world and people in it:
Gmno can lures up a childhood memory where that inquisitiveness
surfaced and challenged her young but thoughtful mind: "I was
about 5 or 6 years old and have thts memory of sitting In the
backseat of our car listening to the radio. As we bounced along.
[ostled by the bumps In the rood, I listened Intently to a news
broadcast about the conflict in Ireland. I remember asking my
mother, 'why ...why were these people in the name of religion killing
each other, bombing each other?' I couldn't make sense of the
hatred and unfairness of It: As Glnna chuckled a bit at her reflection.
she remembered thinking, "I had thts image of myself standing on
a street bench, a little girl. arms extended outward. screaming, 'stop
itl' As if I. a small child, could stop the Violence."
Nurtured to be a critical thinker at a young age, Gtnno was
disillusioned with the formal schooling she received until about the
tenth grode, when her mother pulled her out of a school that was
deflating Glnnc's self concept and curiosity .. Her mother located
a different school where Ginna finally thrived in the presence of
teachers who challenged her thinking and nurtured her spirit. She
fondly remembers a tenth grade history teacher that "pumped Iher!
up [usl as [she! was falling." He challenged her to think critically,
ask questions and find solutions: on approach that turned education
into on exciting [ourney rather than drudgery.
Alter high school. she went to Eckerd College in St. Petersburg,
Florida. chosen mainly "because it started out (In the 60'sl as on
alternative school {much like Evergreen} with passlfail grades. "
True to form she continues. "Actually I chose It.because of the library;
students hod been asked to decorate the pillars of the mezzanine.
and I thought that was incredibly cool (a prominent Beatles quote
mode my decision). I, figured a college that allowed for creative
expression In the LIBRARY' hod to be cool: She holds the faculty
there in high esteem and credits them for continuing to instill in her
the Importance of self-exploration and community service.
While Glnna Hustlng is a woman who has been inspired and affected
by many people living their lives "mindfully: she gives no credit to
any heroes in her life "In port because the more I learn about people,
the more I realize we all have strengths and weaknesses and
bltndspots." "For me, heroljicollon is a form of 'block and white'
thinking. In which we exalt certain lndivlduols (0 great book by James
Loewen. Lies My Teacher Told Me, really iniormed my thinking on
this). The some kind of block/white thinking often allows us to
demonize others. Instead. I have LOTS of people I admire greatly:
Among some of the more Iornovs norn rs that bring her inspiration
are "Toni Morrison. MLK Jr.. Fronk Church, Donna Haraway. Michel
Foucault, Judith Butler (the academic superhero collectionl. Eleanor
.,.-------:.---~-----.....--~..........._----------~
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Roosevelt, the Guerrilla Girls, many, many students, Wendy Morgan
(an amazing organizer In Bolsel. Gaylord Walls and Sam Byrd
lin credible teachers) both of whose work on diversity Inspires me,
Urvashl.Vald. Adrienne Rich (whose poetry Is amazing), Sherman
Alexie, Joy Harjo (ditto on her poetry). Seamus Heaney, Arundhati
Roy, and the list goes on ...•
No doubt Glnna is on someone else's list as someone who is admired,
someone who lnsplres others, but she humbly refleels on her posslons
in life and shrugs off any praise for herself. Sho Is a grounded
person, but constantly on the go, with an office that is littered with
papers and books. Students who come to her small office to engage
In mindful conversation have to look closely behind a mound of
papers on a desk cluttered with toys and "junk." However, this
makes her more approachable, somehow. A quirky, honest person
with enough nervous energy for two people, she delights students
and colleagues with her pure humanness as she strives to serve her
community and create construelive learning experiences.
Gimo has dedicated her life to education: "Education, literacy, and
creaiing community are, I believe, VITAL to democratic culture," she
notes: "And all of these things start with us claiming our education,
and crafting/creating community where we are now. My commitment
to education and to the praellce of pedagogy, are Inextricably bound
to my convlellon that sociol lustlce and human rights are Indispensable
to the present and future of ourselves and our worlds And, of course,
without an understar.ding of our post, and how that has shaped our
beliefs, values and praellces In ways diflicult to recognize, we cannot
gel.saclaljustlceand foster human rights."
A woman of vision, when asked how she would change the world
If she could, Glnno rellected that she would hope 'we would commit
ourselves (from first to last) to [run our world [withl human rights {In
mlndl. according to the UN's Declaration of Human Rights, which
declares that everyone has the right let good employment, a quality
of life wcqe. social services, full social protection, the rlghl to be
heard and speak ihelr truth, and education that develops human
personality and develops respect for freedoms and human rights'.
Of course, many of these 'fundamental' human rights are currently
withheld from many both across the world and In the United States."
.................. -_ .. -_ -_ -_ ...... -_ -_ ..
Beverly Pressman, M.A.
By Irocv Petering: Tracy Is a relurnlng sludent at Baise State. She Is an
English malar and theatre arts minor who hopes 10 teach secondary education
In the bush of Alaska someday.
How does one go from being a teacher to helping Immigrant farm
workers with eye problems to organizing a weeklong bike ride for
Alzheimer's disease? If you are Beverly Pressman, It's the vision
and ability to make the most of a progression of circumstances and
challenges to make a difference In the lives of others: "As you live
each day, so you live your life."
Beverly started her professional career as an elementary school
teacher In Oregon, married to an ophthalmologist. She left teaching
to help her husband in his office as a medical manager. While
working In his office she realized that when children are unable to
read, many times the first place porents look for answers Is the eye
doctor.
Beverly felt that if the educational community and the eye profeSSionals
In the medical community portnered with each other, they could
prooellvely support families with reading problems. She convinced
her husband, a pediotrlc ophthalmologist. and the national pediatriC
literacy program, "Reach Out and Read: to let her coordinate a
pilot program for the first time in pediatric ophthalmology. Now
in its fifth year, this program Is successfully encouraging porents to
read to their children, providing children with books, and leading
efforts to expond the program to other pedtotrlc clinical sites in the
Boise area.
While working with~(ents and families, Beverly came to understand
the need for porents to receive porenting tips as well as Information
about support services within the cq,mmunity. .This led her to
coordinate a motor effort through the United Way's Success by 6
Initiative .. With the help of over thirty community professionals sh:
wrote, as her master's thesis. "Children Do.Come With Directions.
Boise State University Women's Center ::
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It has been such a populor resource 'book that It Is now published
In Sponish as well as English.
Beverly is enloylng extending her work internationally with families,
children, literacy, and eye care. During a Rotary service trip three
years ago with Project Amigo In Colima. Mexico, Beverly and her
husband were involved In eye care and education of a migrant
farm working community. She was aware that a large number of
Immigrant farm workers in Idaho shared similar eye problems seen
In Mexico. eye problems caused by continued exposure to the Wind,
dust, and sun. The problems persisted without preventalive measures.
such as wearing. brimmed hats and sunglasses. To reach local
workers, she enlisted the help of friends In lion's Club, Rotary, and
the Boise State School of Nursing. She helped establish the program
now In Its third year and known as "The Idaho Hisponlc Well ness
Initiative Project." Beverly and her husband are exponding their
international work In Mexico. Through the Northwest Medical
Teams, Beverly Is helping coordinate a medical eye team traveling
In April to Oaxaca, Mexico.
In her free time, Beverly loves to spend time with family and friends,
especially sharing outdoor sports and adventures. One of these
actiVities, bicycling. led her to organize, the first Wesfern U.S.
Alzheimer's Research Benefit Bicycle Ride, "A Ride to Remember;"
Motivated by her father's diagnosis with Alzheimer's and supported
by the Alzheimer's Association, she led a highly successful weeklong
ride from Boise to Portland In July 2002.
With a spirit that won't stop and a laugh that comes from her heart.
Beverly Is starting" new chapter in her life. Her last child launched
Into college, she Is now enjoying the lime she and her husbond can
spend together. They went biking through the Czech Republic and
Italy early this post fall. and recently returned from a long kayaklng
trip along Bola. Although retired from medical management; she
is still Involved with "Reach Out and Read" and international projects,
still loving to bring people successfully together to address challenges.
A quiet hero to many, when asked where she finds inspiration and
who some of her heroes are, Beverly thought for a long time and
started to smile as she reflected on a woman who was learning to
read years ago In a class she taught. The woman's husband didn't
like the Idea of her learning to read and would sabotage her car
to prevent her from going to class. One day on her way to class.
the woman was faced with a consistent challenge to keep her car
running. At almost every stoplight, the car died; she had to get out
each time and fix it 10 get it started again. It took her almost an
hour and a half to get from Meridian to Boise. but nothing would
stop her. It is not surprising that Beverly. a woman of posslon and
persistence, would find inspiration in all ordinary woman's struggle
to achieve under extraordinary odds. .
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By bringing people together to find logiCOI soiutlons, Beverly brings
the'world Into focus for many of us, As her nominator notes, 'Bev
is one of the most amazing women I know. I love her energy, her
spirit and her love for all the people of the world." Her love Is
evident and her spirit emanates from her actions. Beverly Is making
history as she "lives each day" and touches each life.
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